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Weep for the West, Alastair Crooke
unz.com/article/weep-for-the-west

 Archiv Alastair Crooke
Sdílejte s Gabem

Michael Anton, bývalý poradce amerického prezidenta pro národní
bezpečnost, nám dává tuto analogii k dnešní situaci USA a Evropy:
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„Dne 20. září 1911 se RMS Olympic – sesterská loď nešťastného Titanicu – srazila
s křižníkem Royal Navy HMS Hawke, přestože obě plavidla cestovala nízkou
rychlostí a byla ve vzájemném vizuálním kontaktu – po dobu 80 minut. „Bylo to,“
píše námořní historik John Maxtone-Graham, „jeden z těch neuvěřitelných
konvergencí, za plného denního světla na klidném moři na dohled od pevniny, kde
dvě normálně provozovaná plavidla bezstarostně plula do bodu dopadu – jako by
byla hypnotizována“ .

Zdá se, že i my míříme k podobnému bodu dopadu, s vyhlídkou na
srážku v plné viditelnosti – a srážku tak zřejmou, jako byla onoho
dne v roce 1911. Stejně tak naše vládnoucí třída není pro změnu
kurzu. Musí to chtít tento úder – jinak možná vidí Armagedon kolize
jako definitivně předurčený k tomu, aby poskytl cestu k triumfu
„spravedlnosti“.
Současný okamžik je jistě definován temně jako jeden z vážných
ekonomických předtuch, koexistujících s náladou politické slepé
uličky. Stále více lidem na Západě je stále jasnější, že se s
„projektem Ukrajiny“ něco strašně pokazilo. Slunečné předpovědi a
projekce jistého vítězství se nenaplnily a Západ místo toho čelí
realitě krví zbrocené oběti stovek tisíc ukrajinských mužů jejich
fantazii o rozřezání Osirise. Západ neví, co má dělat. Bloudí kolem a
vypadá ztraceně.
Celý nepořádek je někdy vysvětlován jako důsledek špatného
odhadu ze strany západních elit. Situace je však mnohem horší:
naprostá dysfunkčnost a převaha institucionální entropie jsou tak
zřejmé, že není třeba říkat více.
Nefunkčnost Západu je mnohem hlubší než jen situace kolem
projektu Ukrajina. Je úplně všude. Veřejné a soukromé instituce,
zejména ty státní, mají potíže s čímkoli ; vládní politiky připomínají
narychlo sestavené seznamy přání, o kterých každý ví, že budou mít
pramálo praktické účinky. Proto mají politici novou prioritu: „neztratit
kontrolu nad příběhem“.
„Linie“ Hartmuta Rosy: Frenetický klid se zdá být obzvláště vhodný.
Jednoduše řečeno, jsme uchváceni novou iterací politiky roku 1968.
Americký komentátor, Christopher Rufo, poznamenává ,
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„Je to, jako bychom žili v nekonečném opakování: Black Panther Party se znovu
objevuje jako hnutí Black Lives Matter; brožury Weather Underground se perou do
akademických prací; marxisticko-leninští partyzáni obchodují se svými bandoliéry a
stávají se manažery elitami vedené revoluce v chování a mravech. Ideologie a
narativ si udržely svou pozici žárlivého hegemona“.

Herbert Marcuse v roce 1972 možná předčasně prohlásil revoluci
roku 1968 za smrt. I když i ke konci toho roku bylo patrné potlačení,
když voliči odevzdali svůj hlas Richardu Nixonovi, který slíbil, že
obnoví právo a pořádek. Nixon byl náležitě ‚odstraněn‘ – a ideologie
za rokem 1968 postupně ožívala:

„Levicoví aktivisté dnes vzkřísili militantnost a taktiku 60. let – iniciují radikální hnutí,
organizují demonstrace a používají hrozbu násilí k dosažení politických cílů. Během
léta 2020 vedlo hnutí Black Lives Matter protesty ve 140 městech. Mnohé z těchto
demonstrací se staly násilnými – největší erupcí levicových rasových nepokojů od
konce 60. let,“ píše Rufo .
„Výchozím bodem je správně vnímat současný stav v Americe. Hořkou ironií
revoluce z roku 1968 je, že dosáhla „úřadu“ – ale neotevřela žádné nové možnosti
… zdánlivě velkorysé zajetí hlavních institucí levicí – veřejného školství, univerzit,
vedení soukromého sektoru, kultury a stále více, dokonce i věda – způsobuje, že se
současné bojiště jeví jako ohromující“.

Spíše však „uzamkla hlavní instituce společnosti do dusivé
ortodoxie... Přestože nashromáždila značné administrativní výhody,
nepřinesla výsledky“. To, co máme, je intenzivní úroveň politické a
kulturní polarizace koexistující s pocitem uvěznění ve stázi. Veřejný
život je pozastaven a s „krizí“ jako normou se mainstreamová politika
stále více přibližuje starému evropskému zlozvyku nihilismu.
To, co odlišuje – co pokřivuje – vyprávění dnešních intelektuálních
potomků z roku 1968, je jejich naléhání, aby už nebyli pouze
nastavováni a kontrolovali vyprávění, ale požadovali, aby kulturní
válka byla asimilována do souboru osobních hodnot každého
jednotlivce . A dále nařídit, aby jako jednotlivci odráželi tuto ideologii
ve svých každodenních činnostech a jazyku – nebo čelili zrušení.
Tedy kompletní Culture-War.
Dnešní hlavní představitelé „systémového rasismu“ a „bílých
privilegií“ spolu s dnešními právy na identitu, diverzitu a
transgenderismus rozdělují USA mezi dvě normy identity: normy
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„Republiky“, normy revoluce z roku 1776 , versus normy revoluce z
roku 1968.
V Evropě je také hluboká schizofrenie: Na jedné straně je davoská
elita zavázána k narativu, který tvrdí, že minulost Evropy byla – v
zásadě – minulostí rasistické koloniální nadvlády. A že to vyžaduje,
aby veřejné a soukromé subjekty nabídly nápravu za historické činy
diskriminace a kolonialismu – což je názor, který ukládá povinnost
všem Evropanům: „zavázat se k rozmanitosti, ochraně identit – a k
radikální rovnosti“.
Co se však nepřiznává ani se o tom otevřeně nemluví, je hluboká
změna, která Evropu proměňuje: Ať se nám to líbí nebo ne, Evropa
není taková, jakou jsme si ji představovali. Není to Evropa
francouzské „Paříže“, italského „Říma“ nebo britského „Londýna“.
To pokračuje – a je komerčně využíváno – jako užitečná „turistická
vize“ Evropy. Skutečnost je však taková, že Evropa se rychle stává
zemí, kde se původní obyvatelé stávají menšinou mezi menšinami:
Co je dnes „Francie“ je platná, ale nezodpovězená otázka.
Mnozí si možná řeknou „proč ne“? Ale stroze řečeno: problém je v
tom, že tento výsledek je záměrně sledován – tajně; bez upřímnosti
– a bez konzultace. Evropané, kteří zažili dřívější cykly dobývání (ať
už Mongoly, Turky nebo Rakušany) a přežili díky udržení trvalého
pocitu identity, vidí, že identita je záměrně destabilizována a jejich
kultura se rozpouští – aby byla nahrazena nevýrazným jazykem
public relations. evropských hodnot, zastávaných Bruselem.
Není důležité, zda je tento posun „dobrá věc“ nebo „špatná věc“.
Neboť, otevřeně řečeno, tato otázka je nastavena tak, aby rozbila
Evropu, protože její ekonomika se hroutí a obrovské zdroje
věnované migrantům se stávají palčivým tématem. Nikdo neví, jak
stabilizovat pocit evropské identity z polévky identity, kterou se
Evropa stala.
Ve skutečnosti „řešení“ možná není možné – vzhledem k
nekonečnému namlouvání o „bílém“ rasovém zločinu. Ať už je to
platné nebo ne, přerostlo to v „čarodějnický nálev“ nenávisti. Účinky
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jsme viděli v Paříži a v dalších francouzských městech během
letošního léta.
Principy velké části evropské společnosti nejsou orientovány na
žádný vznešený, svět formující projekt „sociálního inženýrství“
morální nápravy, ale na ochranu jednoduchých hodnot a institucí
běžného občana: rodiny, víry, práce, komunity, země. .
Toto je evropská „kulturní válka“ – ta americká s tím souvisí, ale má
své vlastní charakteristiky.
Charles Lipson píšící v (americkém vydání) The Spectator říká :

„Je těžké neplakat pro republiku, protože důvěra v naše instituce se hroutí – a
hroutí se z dobrých důvodů. Jednoduše řečeno: naše národní správa je v troskách
– a veřejnost to ví. Vědí také, že problémy přesahují stranickou politiku a konkrétní
vůdce a zahrnují jejich činitele, média a klíčové instituce pro vymáhání práva“.
„Co nevědí, je, jak vrátit určité zdání integrity politickému systému, který velmi
ztěžuje blokování držení nominace úřadujícího prezidenta, jako je Joe Biden, nebo
nominace jiného kandidáta, jako je Donald. Trump, který je podporován silně
angažovanou menšinou stranických aktivistů“.

Stálý stát to dal jasně najevo, Michael Anton, píše:

„[T]e nemohou a nedovolí, pokud tomu mohou pomoci, dovolit Donaldu Trumpovi,
aby byl znovu prezidentem. Ve skutečnosti to dali jasně najevo v roce 2020 v sérii
veřejných prohlášení. Pokud to tehdy cítili silně, představte si, jak se cítí nyní. Ale
nemusíte si představovat: Říkají vám to každý den. Říkají, že 45. prezident je
doslova největší hrozbou, které dnes Amerika čelí – větší než Čína, než naše
krachující ekonomika, než naše rozpadající se občanská společnost“.

No, ta 'Trumpova základna', na kterou Lipson odkazuje, se nehýbe.
Nejen to, není to jen „Trumpova základna“ – získává totiž širší
podporu, protože dnešní kontrarevoluce není jen trumpismem; nebo
třída versus třída; ale spíše takový, který „se odehrává podél nové
osy mezi občanem versus ideologicky řízeným státem“. Glenn
Greenwald souhlasí ,

„Relevantní metrika nyní není levá versus pravá. Je to anti-establishment versus
pro-establishment“.

Konečnou ambicí není nahradit novou „univerzální třídu“ – dědice
kulturní revoluce 60. let; spíše se snaží obnovit základní princip
národa „vláda občanů versus stát“, který byl základem americké
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revoluce z roku 1776.
Tato „základna“ se ve skutečnosti nehýbe, protože v konečné
analýze protitrumpovská hysterie není o Trumpovi – jak tvrdí Michael
Anton, sám bývalý zaměstnanec Bílého domu :

„Režim nemůže dovolit, aby byl Trump prezidentem ne kvůli tomu, kým je (i když je
to smutné), ale kvůli tomu, kdo jsou jeho stoupenci .
"Stížnosti na povahu Trumpa jsou jen zástupné za námitky proti povaze jeho
základny."

Této třídě nemůže být dovoleno realizovat své preference kvůli
povaze toho, kým jsou; a hlavně proto, že je to jejich povaha, která
diktuje, co chtějí, aby se stalo, dodává Anton.
Vládnoucí třída, píše Anton, jistě zkonsoliduje „základnu“ –

„[T]e být stále radikálnější, nenávistnější a neschopnější. Znovu a znovu ukázali, že
v nich není žádná umírněnost. Nemohou povolit ani jednu míli za hodinu, a to ani
tehdy, když je zpomalení zpět v jejich jasném zájmu. Nedokážu říci, zda jsou
poháněni požadavky své základny, vlastním vnitřním přesvědčením nebo nějakou
nadpřirozenou silou“.
"Co se stane potom? Inu, slovy „Projektu pro integritu přechodu“, kolektivu
propojeného se Sorosovou sítí, který v roce 2020 prosadil svou strategii, jak
zabránit Trumpovu druhému funkčnímu období, by se soutěž [v konečném
důsledku] stala „pouličním bojem – a ne právní bitva." Opět „jejich slova“, ne moje.
Ale dovolte mi [Michael Anton] přeložit [to, co říká]: [Můžeme očekávat opakování]
letních nepokojů v roce 2020, ale v řádech větších: A nebýt odvolán, dokud jejich
lidé nebudou v bezpečí v Bílé Dům".

Budou lidé plakat pro Západ? Ne …
(Opětovně publikováno od Strategic Culture Foundation se svolením
autora nebo zástupce)
Přihlaste se k odběru nových sloupců
 
• Kategorie: Zahraniční politika , Historie • Štítky:
Donald Trump , Evropa , Imigrace , Politická
korektnost 
Skrýt 169 komentářů Zanechat komentář
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1. Waldergangerříká:
27. srpna 2023 v 17:41 GMT • před 6,5 dny • 300 slov ↑   
Obrázek má zřejmě pravdu. Problém je v tom, že systém otřásá
společnostmi v USA a EU všemi druhy keců, od BLM po
migranty, od zrušení kultury po změnu klimatu, aby vytvořil
obrovský zmatek a pocit zoufalství, ale recept je připraven:
NWO. 

 Nikdo s jednoduchou a upřímnou myslí nemůže diskutovat o
těchto bodech. Otázkou není, jaký nový svět chtějí tito zločinci
dělat, ale KDO jsou tito zločinci. 

 Zabijte Gatese, Muska, Schwaba, Gutierreze, Ursulu von
Vaccine, Macrona WHO, CDC, NHS, ….to všechno jsou loutky:
velké selhání systému po Breton Woods je naprosto jasné a
jediný způsob, jak si udržet Sílu, je zotročit lidé. Jinak je kolaps
nevyhnutelný. 

 Otázka tedy zní: KDO jsou mistři a JAKÁ JE jejich strategie.
 První odpověď, kterou všichni znají, ale nikdo – kromě UNZ –

neříká, je snadná: Židé. 
 Druhým je vytvoření správného receptu: Trump v USA a jakási

vláda EU Uber Alles (Národy). 
 Když lidé, očkovaní, zbídačení, zamčení za 15 min. města,

bitcoinovaná, na toaletách rozpoznána podle obličeje,
transgenderovaná, ale iphoneovaná č. 21 bude vyčerpaná, z
nebe se objeví anděl nového Zákona a pořádku: Trump a jeho
stoupenci v USA, zločinci WEF vycvičení skupinou Fabianist
uvedenou výše . 

 Je směšné si myslet, že existují dva způsoby myšlení, které
zosobňují různí politici: existují DVA weltanschauung, ale KDO
se vydává za „správné“, za Make America Great Again nebo
rozšířenou bohatší a bezpečnější Evropu jsou komici.
DoubleSpeaking, ušlechtilé umění podvádět Goyma.

•  LOL:Gvaltar
•  Odpovědi:@Rev. Spooner, @anonymous,@Richard B
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Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This
Thread Hide Thread 

 
2. Haxo Angmarkříká:

slova, slova, slova...když je odpovědí jedno slovo:

Židé.

v kontrole shora dolů nad každou ekonomickou, politickou a
kulturní institucí.

Trumf?

podvodný umělec ve vlastnictví Židů.

•  Souhlasím:neutral,Colin Wright,Yukon Jack,Druid55
•  Díky:Justrambling
•  LOL:Gvaltar
Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This
Thread Hide Thread 

 
3. Kaliříká:

Než si přečtu tento článek, musím říct, že jsem velmi rád, že vás
tu vidím, pane Crooke. Obvykle vyhledávám vaše články o
strategické kultuře, ale bohužel tento web momentálně
nefunguje (doufám, že dočasně).

Vítejte v recenzi Unz.

S pozdravem 
 Kali

•  Souhlasím:inspector general,GMC,Biff
•  Odpovědi:@Zumbuddi,@Andreas,@Gabriel2
Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This
Thread Hide Thread 
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4. Franzříká:
31. srpna 2023 v 6:33 GMT • před 3,0 dny • 200 slov ↑   
Míra zmatenosti některých článků se blíží jakési hrůzostrašné
hloubce.

Pan Crooke: Pokud existuje „Stálý stát“, proč by cokoliv, co se
stalo v roce 1968 – nebo vůbec kdy – dělalo jen špetku rozdílu?

Stálý stát v roce 1968 si tehdy dělal, co chtěl, a bude si dělat, co
chce i nyní. Black Panthers byli financováni prostřednictvím
outfitů, jako je Rockefellerova nadace, pak stejně jako BLM je
nyní, takže pointa, že jsou stejní, je skutečná, ale banální. Stálý
stát řídí zemi, a pokud chtějí, aby BLM spálila města, města
budou hořet. Když ovládáte kohoutek z Fedu, není toho moc, co
byste nemohli mít.

Tohle nejsou dvě omámeně se srážející lodě, čím víc věcí se
mění, tím víc zůstávají stejné.

This is the endgame they began in 1913 as they scoop up not
just one nation but all of the West. Sure it was in motion before
then but that’s when the fingers closed and became a fist. The
course we are on was well-plotted and has been guided with
great care and the “collision” will be a permanent crime against
the world, not an accident.

• Agree: acementhead, WorkingClass, Rurik, TheTrumanShow
• Replies: @Verymuchalive, @bluebottle
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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5. September 1, 2023 at 4:18 am GMT • 2.1 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
This is the usual non-analysis ….. the west is doing everything
wrong … their mistakes defy comprehension ….. there is no
hope for such a dysfunctional system ….

Not only are we getting that analysis for the Ukraine war, but it is
a standard trope for the endless wars in the ME that have gone
on for 20 years. A terrible blunder, a senseless mistake that has
cost us dearly, etc ….

There is another perspective, what if it’s not a mistake. Given
that neocons run US foreign policy its perfectly rational for them
to want to see the countries in the ME that might contend with
Israel destroyed. So, from their perspective, the wars
accomplished their objectives, and as a bonus, at no cost to
Israel.

But, Ukraine is different, because the MAD doctrine comes into
play, and surely that will restrain the neocons. But it hasn’t, the
neocons don’t give a damn about the MAD doctrine, because it’s
not Israel that will be destroyed, it’s Russia and the US. The
goyim. Given that their goal has been the destruction of the
goyim for 2000 years, as they do not hesitate to tell us***, the
MAD doctrine is no longer effective. We are in big trouble.

*** Rabbis anticipate the destruction of Christianity and the West
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• Agree: JWalters
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6. loner feral cat says:
Catherine Austin Fitts and Karel van Wolferen.

 “Reset In Ukraine”
(Rothschilds/Soros/Schwab/WEF/NWO/NATO/EU).

 
 
Video Link

• Thanks: JWalters, PetrOldSack, Agent76, Zumbuddi
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7. emerging majority says:
September 1, 2023 at 4:34 am GMT • 2.1 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
Yet another interpretation of the circumstances of our ruptured
republic. Indeed, the situation has been building since the
establishment of the Feral Reserve Bank at the end of 1913.
Over the succeeding years, corporatism and urbanization…with
the avid assistance of a gradually increasing takeover of the
mass media; transformed the nation into something totally alien
to the likes of Thomas Jefferson and his vision of a nation of
yeomen farmers.

Take a look around. Everything has become centralized and
bureaucratized. There are precious few adults left in the room…
and they are for the most part deplatformed quite effectually and
essentially rendered into powerless outsiders.

There are no “authorities”, just a lot of fake screen-actors and ad
agents, all scooped up into institutional paradoxes where instead
of the cream rising to the top, incompetence and perhaps even
incontinence (consider the current Resident on Pennsylvania
Avenue in the Di$trict of Corruption) are now the rule.

What remains of the strength of the American people resides
largely in rural and small-town America. Problem with the Sitties,
as many of my fellow Northwoods Minnesotans term the
massive agglomeration of suburbs, exurbs and reverbs
surrounding the Twin Cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul…is that
everyone is inevitably and inexorably caught up in the rat-race.

This Labor Day weekend, hundreds of thousands of those rat-
racers will he driving mostly northwards to the calm and cool of
the lakes and i transforming them into instant suburbs, crammed
and cluttered with jet-skis, grills, aluminum beer, screaming
children…in an incoherent drive to “getting away from it all” at
the same time as bringing it all with them.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=emerging+majority
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During this short stint of Summer’s end madness, I will drive
back and forth between the crammed little temporary apartment
and the old homestead with its collapsing kitchen and blessed
gardens. Along the way squats the northwestermost swimmable,
fishable lake in the state. I’ll drive through the lake’s byway and
watch the side-by-sides (most folks don’t walk anymore), the
campfires, the cookouts and riding lawnmowers assiduously
maintaining the golf course appearance on those tiny lakeside
lots.

Madness writ large. Main gripe is that these days it’s perfectly
normal.

• Agree: bike-anarkist
• Thanks: Marshall Dillon, JWalters, Kali
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8. Rich says:
September 1, 2023 at 5:04 am GMT • 2.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Sometimes it seems like the plutocrats that own the West have
completely lost their grip on reality. The war in Ukraine was
completely unnecessary. There was a treaty signed to guarantee
the peace and all Ukraine had to do was to follow the agreement
they signed. An election was a few months away in Ukraine in
2014 and the coup was completely unnecessary, but morons
wanted to be footnotes in a history book. The covid lockdowns,
the St Floyd riots, the inflation crisis, they bumble their way into
one disaster after another. Is there no one out there who can
remove the idiots from power?

• Agree: JWalters, Dnought
• Replies: @El_Kabong
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
9. emerging majority says:

@saggy
If those Big-Birds fly, I$rael will fry…and so will City of London
and Wall $treet…where’s those totally urbanized rabbis gonna
hide?

• Agree: JWalters, Rurik
• Replies: @El_Kabong, @Kali
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10. nsa says:
September 1, 2023 at 6:03 am GMT • 2.0 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
The latest polling indicates Trumpy R, the grifter son a slum lord,
and Joey D, the grifter son of a car salesman, are in a dead
heat. However, there are two jokers in the deck: the greenie guy
with the afro that looks like someone plugged him into a 220
VAC wall outlet takes 5% (and climbing) away from Joey and
whatever stiff the libertarians nominate takes 1% away from
Trumpy. So Trumpy R is 4% ahead which may not be enough to
overcome the rampant urban voter fraud. If the magatards had
any brains, they would be sending their donations off to Cornell,
not Trumpy, and registering in their state as a greenie, signing
petitions to make sure the greenies are on the ballot in all 50
states…..and maybe even attend a few save the whale
meetings. However, there is a downside to aiding and abetting
the greenie afro spoiler who could easily get most the afro male
vote (vote for the bro, not the cracker dodo). The Ds can read
polls also and might ditch the senile Joey in favor of a more
youthful and attractive candidate……say the hair helmet bimbo,
Gavin, who would gather in most the female vote for an easy
victory…..especially with a black VP like Oprah or maybe the
puerto rican ex-barmaid with the big tits or the hot hindoo
peacenik Tulsi with her surfboard. Right now you can get 12:1
vegas odds on hair helmet Gavin……18:1 in some London
betting parlors

• Replies: @Pancho
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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11. Newman says:
@Haxo Angmark
precisely, those names are at the heart of the manny dilemmas
America is facing and we sure aren’t getting anywhere soon
without addressing the source.

• Replies: @Poupon Marx
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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12. September 1, 2023 at 6:49 am GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
A bit of truth, instead of bullshit propaganda, is welcome!!

This Chinese SWOT Analysis Doubles As NATO’s Obituary by
Declan Hayes!

https://strategic-culture.su/news/2023/08/31/this-chinese-swot-
analysis-doubles-as-nato-obituary/

This short analysis shows that, although the United States and
its various satrapies might well prevail over the shorter term in
its looming war with China, over the longer term, the Yankee
warlords can have no future in Asia. The best that the United
States of America can do is to somehow trick China into acting
preemptively and to thereby score an important tactical victory
that will delay the inevitable final day of reckoning for Asias Pax
Americana.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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13. JR Foley says:
September 1, 2023 at 6:56 am GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@saggy
Samuel Newey 22, was a student from Birmingham, England
with no military experience and a member of a foreign volunteer
squad known as the Dark Angels fighting for the Kiev regime.
His death on Wednesday August 30, 2023 was confirmed by his
brother Dan Newey.

Zylenskyy to send the family a bouquet of dandelions with card
“Prayers and thoughts are with you–”

,

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=JR+Foley
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14. Verymuchalive says:
September 1, 2023 at 7:00 am GMT • 2.0 days ago • 400
Words   ↑
@Franz
You’re largely right. The Permanent State is a large part of it. But
you mention the Rockefeller Foundation, as Crooke mentions
Soros now. The corporatists are heavily involved, as are the
Zionist Neocons- often one and the same. Regardless, these
“revolutionary groups” are created and abolished to do the
bidding of the Permanent State and the oligarchs. Notice how
the BLM riots all stopped when Biden was inserted.

There are at least 4 groups involved here. The Permanent State,
whose members want their group to rule permanently. Its
principal components are Welfare-Warfare. The more 3rd World
immigrants, the more welfare, the more well-paid bureaucratic
jobs for its members. As for warfare, the effects of a grossly
expanded MIC are obvious.

They are in league with the corporatist oligarchs, and their
political lackeys. The latter have bribed the politicos to enable
them to offshore and outsource American industry. They have
promoted massive 3rd World immigration to drive down wages.
Both measures have massively enriched them. They want a
world in which the only rules they obey are made by themselves
– corporatocracy. The traditional beliefs, institutions and values
that underpin the nation state must be destroyed. Societies must
be atomised in order to achieve their aims.

The Zionist Neocons have completely controlled American
foreign and defence policy these last 30 years. Tens of trillions
have been spent in vain attempts to make the Middle East safe
for Israel. Otherwise they have promoted the economic and
social policies of the oligarchs, many of whom are their co-
ethnics.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Verymuchalive
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Then there those political parties that hope to use massive 3rd
World immigration to keep themselves permanently in power, by
electing a new people. In America, this is the Democratic Party.

These groups may be in alliance at the moment, but it should be
obvious that their long term aims are conflicting. For example, if
Corporatist economic policies continue, America experiences
economic, then political and social collapse, as is happening
now. The Permanent State will drastically diminish and the
Neocons will be unable to wage war. Welfare payments will be
drastically reduced or abolished. Electing a new people will end.

15. Liosnagcat says:

“Whether they are driven by the demands of their base, their own internal
conviction, or some supernatural force, I couldn’t say”.

They are driven, ultimately, by the Talmud.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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16. JWalters says:
September 1, 2023 at 7:08 am GMT • 2.0 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
I hope Mr. Crooke will shift gears and begin to acknowledge that
the “Permanent State”, the “Oligarchy”, the “Deep State”, is a
relatively small group of ultra wealthy people, not a bunch of
renegade bureaucrats. Such wealth is a requirement for
controlling and coordinating the major institutions of society –
the press, the government, the banks, and the major
corporations in the war, energy, and pharma sectors.

Further, many of the organized efforts of this oligarchy are
immense crimes, including wars manufactured for profits. So this
oligarchy (rule by the few) is essentially a mafia.

And finally, the evidence is clear that this mafia is at its core a
Jewish mafia. Not all Jews are members of this mafia, just as
not all Italians are members of the Italian mafia. But the deadly
mafia tactics of this oligarchy, including smears of “anti-
Semitism”, financial ruin, blackmail, and assassination, keep
people in fear of speaking openly about their identity. And this
silence and secrecy is essential for their maintaining control.

All independent, sane political analysts today agree that the
“neocons” are driving the Collective West into the current
collision with Russia, just as they drove the US & UK into
invading the Middle East. And they all know that these
“neocons” are agents of the Jewish mafia, but everyone is afraid
to say so. Israel’s in-your-face murdering and robbing
Palestinians are merely their most blatant demonstrations of
their ruthless, Jewish supremacist ideology.

The governments and press of the Collective West need to
break free from this mafia’s ideology, which is literally
sociopathic, believing that the normal rules of society and

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=JWalters
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morality do not apply to them. In other words, they are literally
insane.

The intellectuals and commenters of our society need to start
speaking honestly and openly about this pathological group,
which has captured our society’s central nervous system, and is
driving us to ever greater catastrophes.

A collection of historical evidence and references is at
 War Profiteer Story

 https://warprofiteerstory.blogspot.com

• Agree: werpor
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

17. Looger says:
September 1, 2023 at 7:26 am GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Hundreds of bombs by the Weather underground brought us a
Nixon landslide in 1972. Now in recent times the Obama
administration is full of the maniacs.

I don’t know how directly comparable things are. I don’t know
where we’re going. I do think we’re 90% of the way to the
destination, however.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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18. Brosi says:
September 1, 2023 at 7:26 am GMT • 2.0 days ago • 500
Words   ↑
@Haxo Angmark
I find it very hard to believe that someone as astute as Mr.
Crooke does not understand that “it is the Jews”. But apparently
this is so. Lying Jews, and especially their deceitful and decrepit
Rabbi’s, have been telling Christians since before they crucified
Christ that Europeans are Amalek and must be exterminated. In
1240 Loius IX at the Disputation of Paris the Talmud was found
guilty of:

The terms of the disputation demanded that the four rabbis defend the Talmud
against Donin’s accusations that it contained blasphemies against the
Christian religion, attacks on Christians themselves, blasphemies
against God, and obscene folklore. The attacks on Christianity were from
passages referring to Jesus and Mary. There is a passage, for example, of
someone named Yeshu who was sent to hell to be boiled in excrement
for eternity. The Jews denied that this is the Jesus of the New
Testament, stating “not every Louis born in France is king.”

Among the obscene folklore is a story that Adam copulated with each of
the animals before finding Eve. Noah, according to the Talmudic
legends, was castrated by his son Ham.

Lying, filthy Jewish Rabbi’s now brag that this is the reason they
had Notre Dame torched:

Radical rabbi says Notre Dame fire retribution for 13th-century
Talmud burning

Christianity, he explained, “is our number one enemy throughout history.
[They] tried to convert us by arguments and by force, carried out an inquisition
against us, burned the Talmud, expulsions, pogroms. Western anti-Semitism
draws from Christianity’s hatred of the ‘murderers of God.’ It also had a role
in the Holocaust.”

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Brosi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disputation_of_Paris
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Rabbi Shlomo Aviner

The Kalergi plan also lays out the genocide of Europe and
European civilization. The Morgentau and Hooten plans were
implemented by Truman and Eisenhower causing more
Christian Germans to die after the war than died in it.

 
Video Player
Journalists and ex-diplomats like Mr. Crooke are terrified of
Jewish Power, and so they speak in hidden code of “Neocons”.
But the “Neocons” are as much a Cabal of lying Jews as the
Bolshevics were in 1917, and their financing comes from the
same sources.

For centuries now weak and greedy Europeans have sold out
western civilization to lying Jews and their deceitful Rabbis.
Their main tactic are the dialectics which Mr. Crooke is writing
about in this article: Trump vs. Biden, Left vs. Right, Vaxxer vs.
Anti-Vaxxer, and on and on.

https://static.timesofisrael.com/www/uploads/2012/10/F100926YZ02.jpg
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In short, there is no one in the media or political stage who is
willing to name the Jew. RFK Jr. is groveling to the lying Jews
who assassinated his father and his uncle. Occasionally some
uppity negro like Ye will raise his head and say something, but
then they are swatted down and end up groveling like a
Kennedy.

 

• Agree: Katrinka
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19. PetrOldSack says:
September 1, 2023 at 7:37 am GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@loner feral cat
One single remark, as to the video source. “Multi-polar” is not an
appropriate term. Russia and annexes is trying to build a Global
Governance as much as the Western International Jew, but
based on central authorities of state. This corresponds to the de
facto China organization of State versus “markets [centralized
out of government opaque organized entities]”. One reason the
more this might work.

Biggest hurdle of Putin: “can/cannot do”, loosing out on the
window of opportunity, having “members” as India and Erdogan
playing all sides.

• LOL: Gvaltar
• Replies: @Joe Wong
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20. geokat62 says:
September 1, 2023 at 7:50 am GMT • 1.9 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
Telegram comment posted by Nathan Damigo:

This new COVID varient that the regime is gearing up to push is a distraction
from the ongoing invasion of the United States by non-Whites during an
election year. Unfortunately, many people even in our circles get sucked into
this arguement about whether COVID is real or not, or if we should be
wearing masks or not, and any other number of tar baby dailectics designed
to get you trapped in what is ultimately a distration. I am not saying that their
aren’t real issues with the COVID agenda, such as forced vaccininations of
experimental drugs (This is obviously a very real issue), but ultimately the
regime is more than happy to have that as the major public debate so long as
we aren’t talking about the ethnic cleansing of European people. We need to
try to get ahead of this however we can and curve it off with memetics. I
haven’t thought of a good talking point yet, but the gist of it needs to be along
the lines of “COVID is a distraction from the open borders invasion.”

https://t.me/NathanDamigo/1428

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

21. Dieter Kief says:
Thx. Alastair Crooke, thx. Unz Review – great read! – I posted
the link to this article on X.

X won’t allow links to your own website, unfortunately.

• Replies: @bike-anarkist
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22. OrangeSmoke says:
September 1, 2023 at 8:06 am GMT • 1.9 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Zarathustra
I agree. In a recent interview with Tucker Carlson he said that
expects there will be a hot war between the U.S. and Russia. I
am beginning to believe that the economic, social and financial
decline of the U.S., the very real potential of another Trump
presidency and the growing strength of BRICS+ will leave the
Talmudist Jews to see the only way to impose their one world
government is by World War III. That’s how they secured land
for Israel when they started planning for WW I. I would not be
surprised if the “Biden” (Jewish controlled) administration
declared war in 2024 and used their war powers to cancel the
election and impose their permanent rule.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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23. PetrOldSack says:
September 1, 2023 at 8:43 am GMT • 1.9 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Zarathustra

“…Something big”

Reality is shifting accelerately in a single direction as of now, the
only decisive tendency is to central control as opposed to a
patchwork of deciding entities and policies. This is true on a
global scale. There is a power struggle going on, that can only
decisively be won on a global premise. This accounts for Russia
and China as much as for the International Jew.

Territory, culture, religion, nations, corporate entities apart from
territorial confinement, what-ever is to be considered a win is
going to be a shift to using above as an excuse to mono-culture,
mono-control. No “multi-polarity” stands a chance. The big
change is this stealthily growing undercurrent and apparently
mostly invisible to most of the enslaved middle classes,
corporate slaves, administrative and political cogs, certainly to
mr. commoner.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
24. El_Kabong says:

@emerging majority
Agree with you though, personally, I believe the real trouble
began when JFK was assassinated. The Zio pigs took over and
it’s been downhill ever since.
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25. El_Kabong says:
@emerging majority
I have no doubt England will be hit but not so sure Israel will be.
Who among those in the conflict will send any nukes in Israel’s
direction? The US? Russia?

• Replies: @saggy
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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26. El_Kabong says:

September 1, 2023 at 8:52 am GMT • 1.9 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Rich
I listened to Col. Macgregor yesterday and he mentioned all the
new mansions popping up in and around DC and this being the
result of the money being made hand over fist by those within
the M.I.C. Those people aren’t going to want this to end. How
will they keep paying for their lavish lifestyles? This is the
situation we are in. On the other hand, the ignorant American
masses are walking us right into Armageddon as well by virtue
of their ambivalence.

27. Z-man says:
The ‘Proud Boys’ (what a gay name) get 17 years in jail while
BLM and Antifa negroes and Jews are getting away scot free.

 A revolution HAS to happen.

• Agree: El_Kabong, Emslander
• Replies: @Che Guava
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28. Justrambling says:
A piece written with eloquence and fervor. But without mention
of the Jewish hand in plotting the fall of America and the West,
the article remains unfinished and inconclusive.

• Agree: Arthur MacBride
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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29. xyzxy says:
September 1, 2023 at 11:54 am GMT • 1.8 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@emerging majority

Indeed, the situation has been building since the establishment of the Feral
Reserve Bank at the end of 1913.

The stage was set fifty years earlier, in 1865, when the Federal
government decided that states had no autonomy. With that
came the total destruction of Southern culture, beginning with
unleashing the feral negro. America’s degenerative slide rapidly
gained momentum after the 19th Amendment and the
feminization of politics.

However, the rapid expansion of industrialism created at least
the facade of prosperity, manifested by a rapidly expanding
surplus of affordable ‘labor saving’ consumer goods, plus a mind
numbing ‘entertainment’ complex, all supporting and assuaging
a growing middle class, who by the ’50s and early ’60s had few
complaints.

The invention of television, the strongest drug known to
mankind, with its content having been taken over by Jewish
interests, sealed the deal.

19th and early 20th century industrial growth, along with the
central bank’s ability to create dollars on loan, allowed a foreign-
directed militarism, beginning with the two great European
internecine-racial wars, subsequent SE Asian and ME intrigue,
and now the Ukraine.

Yet it is unsustainable. Although Jewish money triumphed, that
race has never demonstrated an ability to create and sustain a
viable self-directed and independent order–instead they are only
able to exploit others, ultimately destroying their host. With the
European race they have been able to more or less silently ride

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=xyzxy
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those backs, a people who were either happy to do their bidding
for sufficient shekels, or were totally ignorant of the process and
just went along with it. The dominant religion helped foster
acceptance/acquiescence, too.

Of course it’s taking its expected course, and will soon end. No
doubt violently. Slavic Russia is more immune to
Jewish/Western influence, and a totally alien to the West culture,
China, will never be subject to either the manipulations of
sentimental Christianity, or Jewish Holocaustianity.

The war against Russia has begun, and is not fairing well. And it
will be impossible to take down China militarily (due to the
logistics), therefore the Empire is instituting economic war. That
will also be ineffective.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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30. DaveE says:
September 1, 2023 at 12:00 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Haxo Angmark
Exactly right – THANKS.

The Ukraine Project is just another Jewish Totalitarian
undertaking like zionism, usury enslavement, media hypnosis,
persecution of truth-tellers, government infil-traition and tyranny,
education debasement, “religious” brainwashing, medical
murder, gender mutilation and “confusion” – all done through
power groups like governments, organizations, “charities”, media
cartels, you name it. Any “group” can be infil-traited and used for
jewish – demonic purposes.

Just think of Ukraine as Israel – North.

• Replies: @Flo
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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31. Verymuchalive says:
September 1, 2023 at 12:05 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@JR Foley
Double chumps.

 https://news.sky.com/story/samuel-newey-british-volunteer-
killed-in-action-fighting-in-ukraine-12951674

Samuel Newey appeared in court in February 2020 after he
and his father, Paul Newey, were charged with terrorism
offences for allegedly illegally assisting Daniel, who was a
British volunteer fighting against Islamic State in Syria.

 Charges were dropped against the pair following a Crown
Prosecution Service review in July that same year.

It is depressing that there are people in the West who can be so
easily manipulated by NATO, the Globalists, the Zionists et al. If
he had lived, he might have come to recognise his stupidity and
folly and repent. No chance now.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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32. Andreas says:
September 1, 2023 at 12:09 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Kali
Update your bookmarks.

https://strategic-culture.su/

It was recently scrubbed from the US-controlled international
domain name registry for being a tool of Russian propaganda.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_Culture_Foundation

“The Strategic Culture Foundation (SCF) is a Russian think tank
based in Moscow (founded in 2005[1]: 15 ) that primarily
publishes an online current affairs magazine of the same name.
SCF is regarded as an arm of Russian state interests by the
United States government.[1][2] SCF has been characterized as
a conservative, pro-Russian propaganda website by U.S.
media[2] and others.”
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33. Observator says:
September 1, 2023 at 12:11 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 200
Words   ↑

a new iteration of the 1968 politics

To one who was involved in 1968 politics it looks rather like the
cooption of 1968 politics, laundered through the propaganda
machine into a parody of itself, neutered to preoccupy liberal
busybodies and naïve idealistic children with causes that do
nothing to address the root causes of our crumbling nation’s
problems. One critic called today’s fad causes “boutique
activism” for those who care mainly about feeling good about
themselves (and superior to others) while taking no real risks for
true “liberty and justice for all.”

Also, you’d have to be autistic to mistake today’s identity politics
for what we used to call class solidarity. In any event, this feels
like August 1914 all over, the media packed with lies, distortions,
ethnic hatred, fake atrocity tales without end, assurances of
righteous victory over an evil enemy. It also feels like the last
battle in the Hundred Years’ War with Russia that began with US
troops invading in 1918. And it feels uncannily like Washington
is using Kiev the way London used Warsaw in 1939,
encouraging an arrogant nationalist regime to commit suicide, in
order to weaken and create regime change in the real target of
conquest.

• Thanks: emerging majority
• LOL: Gvaltar
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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34. HT says:
September 1, 2023 at 12:29 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Once we changed the basic model of the Founding Fathers by
making non-whites US citizens, allowing women to vote,
removing Christianity from the culture and creating a massive
welfare state, the stage was set for Jew elitists to take control.
And here we are on the verge of godless totalitarianism,
controlled by people for the most part we don’t even know or see
who loathe us and can’t wait to exterminate us.

• Replies: @xyzxy
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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35. Telimektar says:
September 1, 2023 at 12:35 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
https://edwardslavsquat.substack.com/p/sustainable-
development-its-what

The UN is the cornerstone of the “international system”, and BRICS members
are committed to the full “implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development.”

“Public-private partnerships” will help ensure “sustainable development”, and
BRICS is excited about the work of its Task Force on Public-Private
Partnership.

The IMF and WTO are valued organizations, but they must be more
“inclusive” and “non-discriminatory”.

“We commit to intensify our efforts towards improving our collective capacity
for global pandemic prevention, preparedness, and response, and
strengthening our ability to fight back any such pandemics in the future
collectively.”

BRICS will double-down on clot-shot “research”.

“Climate change” is referred to 18 times.

BRICS is excited about “digital transformation in education” and “sustainable
education”.

A lot of other feel-good word salad about making the world a better, more
inclusive and sustainable place by partnering with corporations and
strengthening global governance.

In total, “sustainable development” is mentioned 21 times. (The acronym
“SDG” appears 6 times.)

Go ZOG East, I mean BRICS !

• Thanks: Kali
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36. Che Guava says:
@Z-man

getting away scot free

From my reading it’s even better than that in many places:
‘getting set-up-for-life handouts from corrupt judges in spurious
civil cases’.

Truly, viewed from afar, much of the U.S.A. state of now looks
like a kind of lunatic asylum.
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37. Henri Poincaré says:
September 1, 2023 at 12:40 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@JR Foley

Samuel Newey 22, was a student from Birmingham, England with no military
experience and a member of a foreign volunteer squad known as the Dark
Angels fighting for the Kiev regime. His death on Wednesday August 30, 2023
was confirmed by his brother Dan Newey.

Zylenskyy to send the family a bouquet of dandelions with
card “Prayers and thoughts are with you–”

 Ukrainian military spokesperson, American transgender
“woman” Sarah Ashton-Cirillo, formerly in the U.S. military
and a CIA operative, thanks Newey for his death service.

I'm a transgender, supporter of the Jewish Faith. To the point that I have done
5 videos about Ukranian Judism here.

The #Azov are #Ukraine patriots.

It is as simple as that. https://t.co/7310Bi3BMp

— Sarah Ashton-Cirillo (Ukrainian TDF Media) (@SarahAshtonLV) April 24,
2022

• Replies: @Brosi
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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38. neutral says:

Nothing can start to improve until the majority of people are
made aware of the jewish problem, if the jewish problem is not
solved then white genocide is inevitable.

• Agree: Bookish1, Understory
• Replies: @Realist, @CelestiaQuesta
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39. Kali says:
@Andreas
Thank you Andreas:

Good to know. I did read that wiki page when searching for info
about the vanished website.

As you say, I’ll update my bookmarks.
 https://strategic-culture.su/

Best wishes,
 Kali
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40. Gabriel2 says:

@Kali
https://strategic-culture.su/
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41. Emslander says:
September 1, 2023 at 12:53 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Verymuchalive

The Permanent State will drastically diminish and the Neocons will be unable
to wage war.

The State will never go before any other sector. The State will be
promising bonuses to its female clerks in exchange for a shift or
two on the machine gun as the modern world ends.

The last sector will be no sector whatsoever. It will be the man
who knows how to husband livestock and produce crops from
the nuclear enhanced soil. He will get a wife, or maybe a series
of wives, because the women will have no choice and he will
raise many children to help him when he gets older. It will be the
way it was nearly the world over before 1925.

And it will be great.

• Replies: @Verymuchalive
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42. Kali says:
September 1, 2023 at 1:03 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@emerging majority

If those Big-Birds fly, I$rael will fry…and so will City of London and Wall
$treet…where’s those totally urbanized rabbis gonna hide?

Let us hope so, EM.

I do also hope that your falling down kitchen at the homestead is
made whole again soon.

With lots of love,
 Kali

• Replies: @emerging majority
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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43. Brosi says:

September 1, 2023 at 1:33 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Henri Poincaré
Jews and trannies would warm the cockles of any Nazi’s heart.
/sarc.

I’ll Crooke calls Azov and Right Sector “Nazi” like all the rest of
the never-Jew-namers. In reality the Ukrainian army is little more
than the Judeo fudge packer army. Meanwhile, all the young
Ukrainian women are whoring themselves out to Jewish pimps.
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44. xyzxy says:
September 1, 2023 at 1:40 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@HT

Once we changed the basic model of the Founding Fathers by … removing
Christianity from the culture… the stage was set for Jew elitists to take
control.

It never amazes me how folks want to fall back on the lack of
Christianity as one of the major social/spiritual problems of the
West, when the major Christian operations are totally on board
with the Jewish agenda.

Ask yourself, who was it that pushed for ‘removing Christianity’
from the stage, in the first place? I think people confuse cause
with the effect.

The reply one often reads, especially here on UR, is that, “These
are not the real Jews, and those are not real Christians.”

Well, it doesn’t matter what you call them. The fact remains that
these ‘non-Jews’ are the drivers, and those ‘not real Christians’
are blindly along for the joy ride to Globohomo. And they
constitute the majority, for sure. Until that changes, don’t expect
change.

• Agree: follyofwar
• Replies: @HT, @emerging majority
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45. Old and Grumpy says:
September 1, 2023 at 1:42 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
All that needs to be done for the current election is blow the
abortion bitch whistle. The women will vote in droves repeatedly
for their abortions due to managing the myriad of birth control
options apparently is difficult. Or more likely the pregnancy
entrapment scheme blew up with the prenatal paternity test.
Either way abortion will be the election issue again, and 2020
proved women will do the cheat for the establishment.

Should by some way the abortion issue not work, then the
permanent and deep states will do climate/covid lockdown, a
Trump assassination, or a war with Russian. Who knows, maybe
they will do all three. If it looks like west’s permanent/deep state
will still lose, our .001 percenters and Jewish overlords will nuke
the west for being noncompliant. That also explains why the
super rich are buying yachts and islands in droves.

No, I won’t cry for the west’s demise. However I am still dreading
it.

• Replies: @werpor
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46. emerging majority says:
September 1, 2023 at 2:12 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Kali
Thanks for the compassion, Kali. The kitchen is mainly a matter
of economics. Also a new roof will be essential for the original
portion of the house. My energies have been going to
reconstruction of two of the primary three gardens, where
invasive quack-grass, reed-canary grasses and the unbelievable
roots of the goldenrod plant have to be removed most carefully
as they propagate by means of extensive root systems. Yard
areas have the “minor” problem of proliferating pocket-gopher
mounds.

It’s all a matter of hand-labor, slow and trying, yet labors of love.

• Replies: @Kali
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47. HT says:
September 1, 2023 at 2:14 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@xyzxy
No. The social justice based Christianity you are complaining
about is not Christianity. It is a result of how Zionists influenced
Christianity by feminizing it, zionizing it and changing the great
denominations into Leftist support groups. Christianity was the
foundation of our family based culture and is an enemy of
everything we see today destroying the country. It was the
foundation of our morality. If you want to know what real
Christianity thinks about Jew elites, read Martin Luther’s On the
Jews and Their Lies. He takes no prisoners.

• Thanks: Robert Dolan
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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48. Aleatorius says:

September 1, 2023 at 2:14 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
The two blunders during the second term of Dick Nixon. First,
his folly in being talked into allowing the crafty Jew, Henry
Kissinger, to go to Peking to see Meow So Dung and Chew And
Lie from which US hasn’t recovered (only Hank’s peeps made
like the bandits that they are) and second, the folly of the WASP
establishment not to come to the rescue of the embattled
president, no matter how crooked he was, thus giving rise to the
Jewish takeover of America.

• Replies: @El_Kabong
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49. emerging majority says:
September 1, 2023 at 2:18 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@xyzxy
Because long-perverted Christianity, where the Roman Emperor,
Constantine, had his clerical henchmen pick and choose which
of the numerous ancient scriptures would be in his “holy” book;
the rejection by the great spiritual teacher, Jesus the Christed
One, of the Hebrew tribal Wargod, Yahweh, was essentially
whitewashed and likewise his denunciation of the Talmudist
Sanhedrin as “the Synagog of Satan.

Thus, more than 300 years after the life of Jesus, so-called
Christianity was perverted at its very roots and “magically”
transformed into a weapon of state power and continued rule by
the elites.

• Replies: @Mefobills
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50. Solutions says:

September 1, 2023 at 2:19 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Since the internet and especially social media have provided the
tools for the average western joe to share his thoughts on all
topics via commenting such as here on this site. Just take a look
at the average western mind in action – then ask yourself what
exactly is there to weep over?

• Agree: Emslander
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51. emerging majority says:
September 1, 2023 at 2:25 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Andreas
Andreas: Please do not cite the horrific so-called encyclopedic
entity which calls itself “Wikipedia”. It is better named
“Wickedpedia” as it is a full-time hangout for U$$A “intelligence”
operatives as well as arch Zionist control freaks.

NEVER consider that source as reliable as in all matters political
it is simply yet another tool of the oppressors.

• Agree: dogbumbreath
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52. Jefferson Temple says:

@loner feral cat
Excellent. Here she is discussing the reset in North America.

 
 
Video Link

53. Poupon Marx says:
@El_Kabong
You are right. Boobus Americanus does not want to open the top
of the the coffin in front of him. He’s afraid he might find that the
corpse is himself.

A voice keeps reminding him, “DON’T LOOK. I DON’T WANT
TO KNOW”.
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54. Realist says:
September 1, 2023 at 2:45 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 300
Words   ↑

Equally, our ruling class is not for changing course. It must want this
percussion —or else perhaps they view an Armageddon of collision as
ultimately destined to provide the path to the triumph of ‘righteousness’.

The ruling class sees this collision course as a path to more
wealth and power…righteousness has nothing to do with it.

The West does not know what to do. It ambles around, looking lost.

As a first step, they should abandon the idea of worldwide
dominance, shut down overseas military installations, and
prioritize domestic issues.

The dysfunction of the West runs far deeper than just the situation around the
Ukraine project. It is absolutely everywhere. Public and private institutions,
especially those of the state, find it difficult to get anything done; government
policies resemble hastily drawn-up wish lists, which everyone knows will have
little practical effects. That is why policymakers have a new priority: ‘not losing
control of the narrative’.

This is a great argument for a meritocracy. Idiots electing idiots
can only lead to a disaster.

The reality however, is that Europe is fast becoming a land where the native-
born are headed to being a minority amongst minorities: What is ‘France’
today is a valid, but unanswered question.

In fact, a ‘solution’ maybe not be possible – given the endless harping on
‘white’ racial crime. Whether valid, or not, it has segued into a ‘witches’ brew’
of hatreds. We saw the effects in Paris, and in other French cities over this
summer.

It is a divide-and-conquer strategy, also used in the United
States.

• Thanks: PetrOldSack
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55. Anonymous[702] • Disclaimer says:
September 1, 2023 at 2:47 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
It’s hard to give a shit when there are still a lot of American white
Gentiles who fully support Ukraine, hate Russia, and are totally
cool with joining US military and going to places like Syria and
stealing their oil and murdering the people. People who did
nothing to them or their country. So yeah, it’s hard to muster
much concern for the inexorable extinction of the species. And
as a once patriotic conservative Christian male it still feels
uncomfortable to say this but it’s how I feel.

• Agree: ChineseSTEM, Anonymousrgc
• Replies: @Poupon Marx
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56. Bookish1 says:

@Zarathustra
How about this: The fdp party gets elected in Germany and they
tell the EU to go get fucked. Then the fdp party joins BRICS and
the whole world changes.
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57. Realist says:

@Zarathustra

Something big will happen but we do not know what.

It may be a global war, but one thing is for sure the cure for this
country’s problems is a revolution.
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58. Realist says:
@neutral

Nothing can start to improve until the majority of people are made aware of
the jewish problem, if the jewish problem is not solved then white genocide is
inevitable.

What’s your solution?

• Replies: @neutral
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59. Pancho says:

@nsa
I fully agree. Gavin will be our next dictator. Mark our words.

• Agree: Robert Dolan
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60. media complicity then

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/FM63wBsGzdg
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61. Poupon Marx says:
September 1, 2023 at 3:17 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 500
Words   ↑
@Newman
These International Jewish Mafia Banker driven lackeys in the
Bidet Administration might want to look out. They angered a
man who is very dangerous.

Chechen leader threatens US with revenge for his mother
 Ramzan Kadyrov says Washington has disregarded all ethical

standards
 Chechen leader threatens US with revenge for his mother

 Ramzan Kadyrov takes part in a review of Chechen troops in
Grozny. © Sputnik / Press service of the Head of Chechen
Republic

The head of Russia’s Chechen Republic, Ramzan Kadyrov, has
warned the US that it will face retribution if it does not lift
sanctions it placed on his mother.

Washington imposed financial restrictions and a travel ban on
Aymani Kadyrova and several other Russian individuals and
entities on August 24, the day Ukraine celebrates its
Independence Day.

Kadyrov’s mother was sanctioned because she is the head of
the Akhmat Kadyrov Foundation, which the US claims was
involved in the “re-education” of Ukrainian children evacuated by
Russia from the war zone.

In a post on Telegram on Thursday, Kadyrov, who is himself
blacklisted by the US and EU, said the restrictions against “my
dear mother” came as a shock even to him, despite the fact that
he has become used to the “illogical sanctions decisions by the
US and the West.”

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Poupon+Marx
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“The whole world knows that she’s engaged in nothing but
charitable activities,” he said.

 Chechen leader threatens to ‘deal with’ Quran-burning countries
 Read more

 Chechen leader threatens to ‘deal with’ Quran-burning countries

Aymani Kadyrova was only sanctioned because she is his
mother, Kadyrov claimed, and because of this, “the American
decision can only be viewed as a deliberate and cynical
disregard for all ethical norms.”

However, he insisted that the sanctions are “painless” for Russia
and are only imposed by Washington “to comfort itself.”

“We’ll keep breaking the backs of NATO-Ukrainian gangs. If
need be, we can make it all the way to the Elbe as Visaitov did
in his time during the war against the Nazis,” Kadyrov said.

He was referring to Movlid Visaitov, a Chechen colonel of the
Red Army during World War II who was the first Soviet
commander to shake hands with the Americans at the historic
meeting on the Elbe River in Germany on April 25, 1945.

“The State Department is feeling too cozy, while pushing the
Ukrainian people to their death and hiding behind rainbow
democracy. This American filth must be crushed,” Kadyrov said.

 READ MORE: Kadyrov says he paid Ukrainian spies to retrieve
horse

The Chechen leader called upon Washington to
“immediately” lift the sanctions on his mother. “Otherwise, I
won’t forgive you for this. I’m ready to do anything,” he
warned.

Chechens are similar to the Gurkas and can be considered
Islamic Spartans. They have an honor code that is ironclad and
prefer death to surrender.
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[Gurkhas are closely associated with the khukuri, a forward-
curving knife, and have a reputation for military prowess. Former
Indian Army Chief of Staff Field Marshal Sam Manekshaw once
stated that: “If a man says he is not afraid of dying, he is either
lying or he is a Gurkha.”]

• Replies: @Emslander
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62. El_Kabong says:

September 1, 2023 at 3:25 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Poupon Marx
I certainly agree with that.

“A voice keeps reminding him, “DON’T LOOK. I DON’T
WANT TO KNOW”. “

While I believe it is true that there are people out here who too
readily fall in line with official narratives, I increasingly think that
many do know something is terribly wrong but they are too afraid
to look and often don’t want to even hear anything about it.
Denial with a capital D and the retreat into TV, porn, drugs etc
The reality is too harsh for their sensibilities.
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63. Dumbo says:
September 1, 2023 at 3:29 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
No need to weep. The West is dead, and has been for a long
time.

What we call now the “West” is just a carcass, used as a front by
the usual suspects.

Meru
 William Butler Yeats

Civilisation is hooped together, brought
 Under a rule, under the semblance of peace

 By manifold illusion; but man’s life is thought,
 And he, despite his terror, cannot cease

 Ravening through century after century,
 Ravening, raging, and uprooting that he may come

 Into the desolation of reality:
 Egypt and Greece, good-bye, and good-bye, Rome!

 Hermits upon Mount Meru or Everest,
 Caverned in night under the drifted snow,

 Or where that snow and winter’s dreadful blast
 Beat down upon their naked bodies, know

 That day bring round the night, that before dawn
 His glory and his monuments are gone.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

64. El_Kabong says:
@Aleatorius
“thus giving rise to the Jewish takeover of America.”

They “took over” after they murdered JFK, then his brother.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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65. Poupon Marx says:
@Anonymous
All good. But do not forget, don’t deny, and don’t ignore:

https://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=272855

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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66. Mefobills says:
September 1, 2023 at 3:51 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 600
Words   ↑
What is happening to the west can be understood simply:

DEBT POLARIZATION

When Rome debt polarized, it feel into the dark ages. The land
became owned by an Oligarchy, and a new Feudalism was
installed. The Dark ages were the greatest depression.

Debt polarization is exactly what is happening now, as Oligarchy
consolidates with a new Feudalism, where you will own nothing
and eat bugs. FIRE (finance- insurance- and real estate) have
teamed up with Corporatocracy (rule by corporations), and the
owners behind them. Yeah Free Market! Free Market has
allowed a Predator Creditor Oligarchy to emerge. Debts must be
released, as what cannot go on will not. The Creditor class will
continue to “take” sordid gains on the productive.

At least, with Rome’s Latifundia, the land owners (Latifundia are
big landed estates) allowed their serfs to keep enough fraction of
their labor, so they could reproduce. This new feudal lord class
is worse, they don’t want you to have children.

Revolver has repeated what I have said many times, but said it
better:

https://revolver.news/2023/08/elites-discovered-a-way-to-
convince-white-people-to-phase-themselves-out-and-its-
working/

Circular argument below spread by the propaganda organs,
where the press is owned by said Oligarchy

-Tells two consecutive generations that having kids will destroy
the planet and glamorizes “childfree” life-

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Mefobills
https://revolver.news/2023/08/elites-discovered-a-way-to-convince-white-people-to-phase-themselves-out-and-its-working/
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“We need more immigrants because no one is having kids”

“We need immigrants because they’ll do the jobs Americans
won’t do”

What they really mean is..

-Foreigners lack generational wealth and thus become fresh
debt slaves (to the creditor class) because they will need things
like homes and cars and educations on credit, as well as
consumer debt like credit cards

-Foreigners are disconnected from the culture they are new
arrivals to, and thus it is easier to teach them to hate the culture
the (creditor) elites want to dismantle and replace (Sherman
memes good indicator here)

-Foreigners come from homogenous places and thus act tribally
much more easily, which makes them easier to negotiate with as
a bloc (see Minnesota Somalians)

-Foreigners are willing to have a lower standard of living than
Americans are, meaning even chattel wages doing menial work
is an upgrade from where they came from. (And corps have
ultimate leverage against illegals in particular, just look at Koch
Industries poultry workers getting ICE called on them when they
get uppity.. by their own employers..)

-Foreigners come from low trust societies, and thus have no
principles to hold them back from very transactional gibs related
relationships with power. It’s not like it’s their tax money.

-The cheap labor aspect *requires* a new generation of
underclass immigrants constantly flow into the country, because
the children of 1st and 2nd gen Americans don’t want to pick
fruit and mow lawns, they want to go to college.
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While there are exceptions to these generalizations, the
exceptions do not disprove the general rule that these
things are all true.

  
What this is ultimately about is creating a cudgel of rootless
foreigners to attack nativist and populist sentiments with. Who
can be bribed to empower a malicious cultural minority who
wants to dismantle what we have and other elites look the other
way because they benefit from the cheap labor the most.

If you advocate for pushing locals to just have more kids instead,
like Shinzo Abe or Viktor Orban, they’ll engage in immediate
fake cognitive dissonance. “But babies kill the planet and you’re
a racist and they are asylum seekers and they do the jobs
Americans won’t do”

The type of stupid and/or dishonest people who say in the same
breath that we need to be able to pay illegal aliens less than
minimum wage to pick fruit or it’ll get too expensive for American
consumers, but think Starbucks Baristas making less than 70k a
year makes them victims of predatory capitalism and minimum
wage thus needs to rise.

• Replies: @PetrOldSack
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67. Desert Fox says:
September 1, 2023 at 3:54 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
The zionists are the cause of this war in the Ukraine that is a
zionist war on Christian Russia by the
satanic/demonic/communist/zionist kabal that is in control of
every western country via the zionist central banks, in the ZUS
case , it is the zionist privately owned FED and the zionist
owned graduated income tax aka the IRS, both of which are 2 of
the 10 planks of the communist manifesto, aka all western
governments are under communist control.

The zionists in Israel and the ZUS were the ones who did the
attack on the WTC on 911 and blamed it on the muslims to give
the excuse to destroy the middle east for Israels greater Israel
agenda and this is what they intended to do to Christian Russia,
however the zionists have found that Russia is not Iraq or Libya
or Afghanistan or Syria or Yemen or Yugoslavia or any of the
other third world countries that the ZUS and its terrorist army
NATO have bombed back to the stone age killing millions of
innocent men, women and children in the process.

Russia is a world class military power with a world class military
and is kicking the ZUS and ZNATO’s ass, big time, the ZUS and
their terrorist mercenary army ZNATO, have crossed the
Rubicon, they have met their Waterloo in the Ukraine and it is
about damn time, that the ZUS and ZNATO are shown for the
paper tiger that they are, this is karma in spades.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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68. RJ Macready says:
@Realist
The only cure for white people is a secession and then starting
an entire civilization all over again.

This is beyond nationality, culture or politics. Shit hasn’t just hit
the fan, it’s gone through the roof.

Subscribe to New Columns
69. Jeffrey A Freeman says:

The cultural war is less intense here in Maine.

Starting to see the enemy deploy weapons tho.

Like their newly arriving dindoos for example.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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70. Anonymous[119] • Disclaimer says:
September 1, 2023 at 4:18 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 200
Words   ↑

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-45269764

Sweden rape: Most convicted attackers foreign-born, says TV

Published
 22 August 2018

About 58% of men convicted in Sweden of rape and attempted rape over the
past five years were born abroad, according to data from Swedish national
TV.

Public broadcaster SVT said it had counted all court convictions to present a
complete picture in Sweden.

But Sweden had thousands more reported rapes, and there is no ethnic
breakdown for those…

Swedish cities hit by four residential explosions in an hour

Thu 31 Aug 2023

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/aug/31/bomb-experts-called-in-after-
swedish-cities-see-four-explosions-in-just-over-an-hour

Swedish women are getting raped daily, Swedish children are
getting groomed by foreign gangs, and Swedes young and old
are being murdered and brutalized daily.

But the most pressing issue for Sweden is joining NATO to join
the war against Russia!

https://www.unz.com/masthead/#comments-policy
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-45269764
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/aug/31/bomb-experts-called-in-after-swedish-cities-see-four-explosions-in-just-over-an-hour
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/G45WthPTo24

Swedes just need to learn how to be non-resentful when they
are raped, robbed, and murdered. It’s just for their own good and
for their survival.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

71. bike-anarkist says:
@Dieter Kief
Then stop using it.

• Agree: BertB
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72. Mefobills says:
September 1, 2023 at 4:27 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 600
Words   ↑
@emerging majority

Thus, more than 300 years after the life of Jesus, so-called Christianity was
perverted at its very roots and “magically” transformed into a weapon of state
power and continued rule by the elites.

That’s right, the Christian religion was morphed. That last
“morphing” was the reformation, funded by the Jew, Manessah
Ben Israel.

Constantine moved east to interdict the East/West flow of
gold/silver. The new god of money and prices was to be
interdicted at the transit point, where the city Constantinople was
built. And yes, our merchant friends were heavily involved, as
the Haibaru Caravaneers controlled the east/west routes. The
crossing of the merchants gold/silver was at the Bosporus
crossing point.

Constantine then adjusted Christianity in the Arian Controversy.
Constantine came down on the side of the Trinitarians, and
Jesus is God faction, not an evolved man.

Why? The Scythians (who are written out of history) had
constantly kicked Rome’s ass, were taking up Arian Christianity,
and had become even more fierce – if that is possible. They
believed in re-incarnation, along with Arianists, and felt that
man’s soul was constantly re-incarnated. The Scythian’s could
not be subordinated into debt serfs for Rome, they were not land
owners, and they “farmed animals” rather than land. The
Scythians’ gave almost no shits about liberalism and
materialism. Constantine was desperate to have a state religion,
an opiate for the masses and to subordinate the Scythians.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Mefobills
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Christ began his mission on the jubilee year. His good news
message was to re-balance civilization, which had debt
polarized. Debt polarization was due to the creditor takeover in
Israel after Hillel’s Prozbul Clause. In other words, Christ’s
mission is exactly analogous to today.

Part of what has to happen to the West, to avoid collapse into a
new Feudalism, is to re-establish the original meaning of
Christianity; what meaning?: The first 300 years, or before
Constantine, and perhaps even Paul needs a critical
examination. Unfortunately, Christian theologians are not willing
to do this examination. They believe the history they were taught
in skoool.

Any Christian intellectual reading the above, is now put on
warning. You have absorbed false religion. The Christian religion
was morphed in stages to become unrecognizable from Christ’s
intent.

Sin= Debt. The Creditor class (yes – including Jews) fought
back and changed religion and man’s understanding of his place
in the universe.

Real Christianity (before AD300) does have the answers to
prevent the approaching feudalism:

https://michael-hudson.com/2018/08/and-forgive-them-their-
debts/

Clean Slate debt cancellations (the Jubilee Year), used in
Babylonia since Hammurabi’s dynasty, first appear in the
Bible in Leviticus 25. Jesus’s first sermon announced that
he had come to proclaim it. This message – more than other
religious claims – is what threatened his enemies, and why
he was put to death.

https://michael-hudson.com/2018/08/and-forgive-them-their-debts/
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This interpretation has been all but expunged from our
contemporary understanding of the phrase, “…and forgive them
their debts,” in The Lord’s Prayer. It has been changed to “…and
forgive them their trespasses (or sins),” depending on the
particular Christian tradition that influenced the translation from
the Greek opheilēma/opheiletēs (debts/debtors). On the
contrary, debt repayment has become sanctified and mystified
as a way of moralizing claims on borrowers, allowing creditor
elites and oligarchs the leverage to take over societies and
privatize their public assets, especially in hard times.

Historically, no monarchy or government has survived takeover
by creditor elites and oligarchs (viz: Rome). In a time of
increasing economic and political polarization, and a global
economy deeper in debt than at the height of the 2008 financial
crisis, …and forgive them their debts shows what individuals,
governments, and societies can learn from the ancient past for
restoring economic and social stability today.

• Agree: Arthur MacBride
• Thanks: Kali, emerging majority
• LOL: Gvaltar
• Replies: @Zumbuddi
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73. the cleaner says:
September 1, 2023 at 4:31 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
This article should be entered in the “yeah maybe, who knows,
so what” contest. !968? yeah maybe. Of course then there was
an utterly stupid hopefulness for a new world and now there is
an utterly cynical grab for loot on a sinking ship but is that a
significant difference? maybe, maybe not. Those nasty boomers
are responsible! Yeah maybe, maybe not. Roosevelt got us into
WWII to save his bacon when the depression refused to end, but
so what. Woodrow Wilson was the idiot who got us into WWI.
And then there was Lincoln who cemented the counter
revolution stared by the adoption of the constitution. We could
go back further but does it matter? maybe, maybe not. What’s
the difference? In the present situation the language is so
degraded that it is no longer fit for the expression of anything
other than anguish. Insight? Reason? Bah, humbug. Thee is no
point in making connections. All insight is dubious, all thought
irrelevant. Lies and stupidity have polluted the language. The
West is like a meteor plunging into the sun.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

74. Flo says:
September 1, 2023 at 4:36 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@DaveE
“Just think of Ukraine as Israel – North.” Exactly. Or, as Zelensky
styled it, “Big Israel.” And if your mind boggles at the bazillions of
dollars invested in the Ukraine débâcle, just wait ’til Blackrock &
Co. begin the inevitable “reconstruction.” Larry Fink has already
been to Ukraine to lay the groundwork with his fellow tribesman
Zelensky.
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75. Verymuchalive says:
@Emslander
And it will be great.

Apart from the nuclear enhanced soil !
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76. Mefobills says:
September 1, 2023 at 4:54 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Poupon Marx

You are right. Boobus Americanus does not want to open the top of the the
coffin in front of him. He’s afraid he might find that the corpse is himself.

I’m doing a drive by and I find by favorite pseudo-intellectual.
Poop On.

Above blockquote is him blaming the victims. Playing this blame
game elevates one’s ego – Look how superior and smart I am
relative to Boobus Americanus.

The plain fact is that all populations have a distribution curve,
and most people are normies, who just want to get along and go
along. They are simple people who are not fighters, and want to
be told what to do.

Then there is another subset of any population, who are
sociopaths, or narcissists’, who get off on self aggrandizing. Part
of narcissisms is solipsism.

The theory that the self is the only thing that can be known and
verified.

 The view that the self is the only reality.
 The belief or proposition that the person entertaining it alone

exists, and that other people exist only as ideas in his mind.

Lack of empathy for the other, and pinning the blame on victims
is no bueno – a personality defect.

This is exactly the same personality defect mechanism as
“creditors” moralizing claims on “debtors” to then take rents in-
perpetuity. Why the goy are just animals to then extract life
energy from. They are boobs!

• Agree: werpor
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77. bluebottle says:

@Franz
Were the Olympic and the Titanic swapped before the fatal
voyage…? The Olympic was previously damaged.

• Replies: @Franz
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78. Rev. Spooner says:

September 1, 2023 at 5:12 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Walderganger
“The regime can’t allow Trump to be President not because
of who he is (although that grates), but because of who his
followers are”. There’s some truth there.

 But as I have said so many times, it’s the Neo-Cons (mostly
Jews) of America and their power over the cowardly Europeans.
All the blather about 1968 flower revoloution is just a denial and
lack of courage to name the Jews.

 Look at the ongoing Ukraine conflict and the overwhelming
number of jews involved and decide for yourself.
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79. Poupon Marx says:
September 1, 2023 at 5:18 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
MEFORBILLS:

It’s time for you to grow up, and desist with the mush mouth
undergraduate palaver and surmising of freshman and
sophomore texts. Here’s the deal. Come back and contest what
I say when you shave your mustache off for the first time.

Your spineless posturing fits in quite well with your aimless Gen
Z-ilch peers, I am sure. Please make me laugh again and tell us,
“I am a Nazi”.

Get a job, son; get your hands dirty; work with some working
class guys and subject yourself to some therapeutic humilation.

• Troll: Zumbuddi
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80. anarchyst says:
September 1, 2023 at 5:21 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@saggy
I wouldn’t discount the “Samson Option”.

 The zionists are stupid enough to try it, especially if the world
goes against them and demands a real solution to the
“Palestinian situation”. Notice that I did not call the Palestinian
situation a “problem” as it is the foreign zionist jew interlopers
who are the “problem”.

 Keep in mind that no country that possesses live “nukes” will be
attacked or invaded. North Korea, India, Pakistan, and other
countries are smart to keep their nukes under wraps and not
succumb to the demands of “international nuclear arms
inspectors”. This is the only thing keeping the world “deep state”
from attacking them.

 That being said, the same should apply to israel (but does not).
Every country’s nukes are within the borders of their respective
countries, but not so for israel. You see, israel’s nukes are
already “in place” and as such, no delivery systems are
needed. Israel’s nuclear “Damocles swords” are in major cities
around the world and are ready to go at a moment’s notice. This
is a major reason why israel refuses to allow “international
nuclear arms inspectors” to perform inspections. Israel could
not account for all of its nukes.

 The next “9-11” will be a nuclear detonation (not an
exchange or other conflagration) in a major American or
European city. Look for an israeli nuke to be detonated in Los
Angeles, Chicago or Atlanta. “Jew York City” is “off-limits” as
it is the jewish seat of power in the USA. European targets will
be Rome, Brussels or Paris. Jews would LOVE to destroy the
seat of the Roman Catholic Church, so look at Rome as being a
prime target.

 Of course, the nuclear detonation will be blamed on an Arab

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=anarchyst
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country, passports being found in the “rubble”, just as with 9-11
(yeah, right).

 If I had my way, israel would be “embargoed” until it
produces ALL of its nukes for international inspection.

• Replies: @Anymike
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81. Theodoropoulou Konstantinidou says:

September 1, 2023 at 5:34 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
There is only one fact you need to know as crystal-clear
evidence that the U.S. is finished.

The federal judge overseeing the federal criminal prosecution of
Trump for “election obstruction” and is also overseeing the
persecution of thirty J6 defendants— who are being sentenced
to decades in prison for trespassing— was born in Jamaica.

• Agree: Poupon Marx
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82. Zumbuddi says:
September 1, 2023 at 5:35 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@saggy
an ad for this outfit

https://www.oneforisrael.org/?
gclid=Cj0KCQjwl8anBhCFARIsAKbbpyRvpn1GlhpAkr-
trJ4xe6FxbLSrQyJ1SvaHDInPjP875i7K4VP9FU8aAvFwEALw_
wcB

popped up, I think on the Austin-Fitts video, above.

imo “One For Israel,” is ominous.

“proclaiming Yeshua as messiah for Israel, ”

native-born Israelis on the forefront of high-tech media evangelism,
proclaiming salvation to Israel, raising up spiritual leaders through ONE FOR
ISRAEL’s Bible College and equipping them with the tools they need to
transform our communities.

Hagee must be aging out and Scofield-Christian zionism losing
its steam.

Enter a new way for Jews to get non-Jews to fight for Israel.

• Replies: @CelestiaQuesta
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83. Jabber says:
September 1, 2023 at 5:42 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
The Talk of the Town Trailer Estates Park Sociology Round
Table became fixated on the photo of Greta Thunberg. She
represents the problem in the West. Members opine as follows:

Granny Yiddell (bitter retiree) – I’d take a belt to Greta,
regardless of her age, she is a brat.

Mother (mother of Jabber) – Greta needs her mouth washed out
with soap.

Jabber (shut-in) – How dare you! See I can be as obnoxious as
Greta. She symbolizes everything wrong in society.

Father O’Hair (weird wannabe priest) – I just think she looks
retarded.

Bozero (wired street clown) – I’d wrap her up in twisted balloons
but she’d probably like it.

Fiona (party fun lady) – She’s kinda hot. I’d like to bathe her in
warm water and comb her hair. She might look soft and
adorable. Then I’d like to caress her with soft towels.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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84. September 1, 2023 at 5:45 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
I have no idea what the folks behind Joe Biden plan to do! Logic
says that they have to do something; but they might be unable to
come to a definite plan that is going to work!

They can not keep forcing President Biden onto the American
public for re-election!! I doubt that they want to deal with a
President Harris!!

Time will tell!!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

85. CelestiaQuesta says:
September 1, 2023 at 6:12 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Zarathustra
I wonder how many noticed the election steal of 2020, False flag
J6, 2014 Zionist Ukraine coup leading to ww3, Epstein coverup,
Nordstream sabotage, Snatch ‘n Grab closing thousands of
stores, homeless/fentanyl epidemic, mass immigration,
mandatory DIE WOKE policies and procedures, scorched earth
tactics (Maui), and on and on……….

This is what it must feel like being slowly killed alive while they
tell you it’s all in your mind.

• Agree: Marshall Dillon
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86. Robert Dolan says:
September 1, 2023 at 6:29 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
“The social justice based Christianity you are complaining about
is not Christianity. It is a result of how Zionists influenced
Christianity by feminizing it, zionizing it and changing the great
denominations into Leftist support groups. Christianity was the
foundation of our family based culture and is an enemy of
everything we see today destroying the country. It was the
foundation of our morality. If you want to know what real
Christianity thinks about Jew elites, read Martin Luther’s On the
Jews and Their Lies. He takes no prisoners.”

Yes.

In fact, if you want to know what JC and the Apostles think of the
jew elites, take a look at the NT…..it’s filled with “anti-semitism!”

• Agree: Arthur MacBride
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

87. Realist says:
@RJ Macready
Out of buttons, but thanks.
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88. CelestiaQuesta says:

@neutral
How do you solve a problem so severe that when you kill it, it
then kills you with automatic timed Samson Options?

There must be a kill switch that remedies this situation, but what,
where is it?
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89. Brosi says:
Never forget: It’s not the Jews.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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90. Brosi says:

• Replies: @Avery
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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91. Anonymous[205] • Disclaimer says:
September 1, 2023 at 6:44 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
They wish it was ’68 again, CIA turned that revolution back by
threatening Congress with martial law. Don Gregg went down to
Capitol Hill to break the news. That was no big deal.

The new left stuff was the least of it, the regime’s real problem
was international pressure including the definition of aggression
and the passage of universal jurisdiction torture norms into
conventional law. Nixon was no counterrevolution, he was on
our side. He put Schlesinger in at CIA, extracted the family
jewels, and for a long time he wouldn’t touch CIA briefings with a
ten-foot pole. He tried to dig up evidence on CIA’s apical coup of
’63. CIA infiltrated Kissinger, harassed him to a standstill and
purged him.

Contemporary culture war is irrelevant crap, it’s old-time divide
et impera. Not hippies v. hardhats this time, or country v. city, but
a new bunch of synthetic factions to pit against each other.
Same template, new us-and-them.

The relevant precursor is die Abwicklung, the collapse of
COMECON and the Warsaw Pact. The NATO Pact or Western
bloc is in a far more advanced stage of degeneration than the
Eastern bloc’s terminal condition. The CIA regime is a failed
state in the legal term of art. Nothing props it up but repression,
and repression is self-limiting as capacity degrades in
kleptocratic malversation.

The defining failure of the Eastern bloc was Chernobyl. The
Western bloc has failed with its pen-up-the-livestock-&-niggers
response to Katrina; with the ecocide of Deepwater Horizon and
corporate repression of the victims; with serial sneak-attack
aggression by illegal poor-man’s methods such as sabotage,
terror, and germ warfare; with the greatest financial looting spree
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in history and concomitant illegal mass evictions; and with the
crime against humanity of systematic and widespread medical
experimentation. The SCO is compiling the bill of indictment,
dotting i’s and crossing t’s, and it’s going to be a slam dunk.

The only question is whether CIA SIS gets impaled on stakes by
howling mobs, or nuked. Either way is fine by us.

• Thanks: Kali
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

92. CelestiaQuesta says:
@Zumbuddi
One For Israel has the perfect markings of your typical Jewish
Madoff/Ponzi scheme.

I read that site as;

Donate you despicable goyim pigs.

• Agree: Zumbuddi
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93. Brosi says:
September 1, 2023 at 7:07 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Jefferson Temple
One of the things that bothers me about Fitts is her implicit
feminism. It is this entire “you go girl” second (or third,
depending on how you count) feminism where she constantly
refers to the Jews running the world as “guys”, but never names
the Jew.

What do you think Fitts would say if you asked her whether a
young mother should drop out of the work force and focus on
her children and become dependent on a strong man? I have no
doubt that she would say that the woman should have a
“career”, and that the pay should be just as high, or higher, than
a family father supporting an entire family including a mother
dedicated to the upbringing of her children.

Women have been mind controlled by Jews for centuries. Today
more than ever. Boomer Karens like Fitts are little better than
millenial bimbos using HR to demand a juicy spot without merit
on the other side of the “glass ceiling”

94. Avery says:
The picture at the top of the article is hilarious: kudos to the
artist.

 Greta Thunberg with a “Save” sign by a max-polluting (Diezel)
German tank.

 Well done.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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95. anonymous[257] • Disclaimer says:
September 1, 2023 at 7:22 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Walderganger
The ruling ZioJewish elite has been able to control the
jewish/blacks/Mexican masses by framing the USA elections
interms of White Supremacy vrs ANTIsmistism. The mad jewish
Neocons that constantly repeat the Torah/Talmnudic Racial
religious Armageddon of Edom vrs Israel..they are conducting
USA Foreign Policy along the lines of a psychotic fictional
religious MYTH/s. These Neocons know that the USA Economy
will collapse, Europe/Eodm will enter a racial war, and they will
push for Nuclear WW III, to destroy their real objective Russia
and its allies. The jewish banks and BalckRock Inc. are larready
positioned to foreclose on America/Euoropean Economies..while
walkingaway with TRILLIONS in profits and with capacity to buy
back all bankrupt states/public/private assets…YES ONCE
AGAIN its the JEWS…they will push for
wars/hunger/pandemics/poverty and they will also cash in the
debts. ITS THE JEWS..and somehow they will be the VICTIMS
AGAIN..”Hyman Roth played this one beautifully..$$$”..

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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96. September 1, 2023 at 7:26 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@El_Kabong
Every other day Medvedev announces that Britain will soon be
wiped of the face of the earth. The media’s reaction is muted to
say the least, who cares about Britain anyhow. Imagine if
Medvedev threatened to wipe Israel off the face of the earth.
The press would go wild and the world would be in an uproar ….
why … it’s unthinkable …

• Replies: @mulga mumblebrain
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
97. Zumbuddi says:

@Jefferson Temple
What does Sasha say to Catherine @ 39 min?

“The BF47 variant??”

It made Catherine laugh.

What is it? Why is it so funny?

98. Zumbuddi says:
@Mefobills
would like to see a conversation among Mefobills, Guyénot, and
Michael Hudson — Hudson on “the Bible is All About
Economics”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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99. Robert Dolan says:
September 1, 2023 at 7:42 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Brosi
Not so sure about that.

Fitts is awfully smart and her analysis is usually spot on. She
often explains things in a way that nobody else does.

I believe that she’s a Christian and she seems to be rather trad.

Her age is insignificant in any case, and boomer bashing is just
cover for the jews.

• Replies: @Brosi
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
100. This is why LIVES OF OTHERS is garbage.

West Germany became worst than the East.

https://www.eugyppius.com/p/east-germany-and-the-failure-of-
liberal

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

101. anonymouseperson says:
The best thing for Europe would be to throw off the American -
Jewish -Hegemony it is being stifled under.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

102. neutral says:
@Realist
Extermination.
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103. Kali says:
September 1, 2023 at 8:02 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@emerging majority
Oh, those pernicious grasses! Do they ever give up? – Actually,
in answer to my own question, New Zealand spinach, which self-
seeds abundantly, gives great ground cover and does seem to
help suppress them a little… but not to stop them unfortunately.

I’ve been focusing my energies on building raised beds this year,
and have more planned for next, but keeping a few areas at
ground level for spuds and sweet potatoes. – The way I see it is,
as my back gets older, my garden beds can get higher! Plus I
get to build the soil, layer by layer, year by year = less digging
over time. Lugging rocks (you’d love the rocks around here) into
place for the new beds can be hard going, but worth it in the
long run.

I wish you every success with all your efforts, EM.

Cheering you on from afar,
 Kali.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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104. Charles Pewitt says:
September 1, 2023 at 8:35 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
Weep for the West

  
I say:

Weeping is for Wussies!

CRUSH THE ANTI-WHITE RATS AT THE JEW-CONTROLLED
ADL! That sounds more fun than weeping and a crying and a
pining for the so-called “West.”

WHITE CORE CHRISTIAN AMERICA MUST BANG IT OUT
BRAVELY AGAINST THE ANTI-WHITE RATS!

NEW: When the hashtag #BantheADL suddenly blew up on this platform with
more than 89,000 posts Thursday and Friday as part of an ongoing campaign
to defame the Anti-Defamation League, Elon Musk joined
in.https://t.co/D93HwyIlSU

— The Forward (@jdforward) September 1, 2023

JEWS ORGANIZED GLOBALLY(JOG) and the ADL are a clear
and present threat to the safety, security and sovereignty of all
nations on earth.

The ADL and Jonathan Greenblatt and Jews Organized
Globally(JOG) can go straight to the hottest pits of fiery Hell and
they can take that anti-White Jew puke US Attorney General
named Merrick Garland with them.

How much sharper than a serpent’s tooth it is to have ungrateful
and thankless Jews? I am asking you two arrogant Jew boobs
— ADL Jonathan Greenblatt and US Attorney General Merrick
Garland — you nasty hypocrite scumbags!

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Charles+Pewitt
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There is no doubt that JEWS ORGANIZED GLOBALLY(JOG)
and the ADL plotted to racially transform the United States —
and many other European Christian nations — by using mass
immigration as a demographic weapon. It is a historical fact that
can’t be disputed.

The internet has been shutting down free speech and shuttering
the ability of regular people to express their FREE SPEECH and
it doesn’t seem to me like organized Jewry has been too
bothered. I would argue very strenuously that JOG — Jews
Organized Globally — and the ADL is expressly interested in
destroying FREE SPEECH all over the world.

Tweet from 2014:

@ADL_National Israel does not allow illegal alien infiltration. The European
Christian countries should follow Israel's lead. #immigration

— Charles Pewitt (@CharlesPewitt) September 12, 2014

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

105. PetrOldSack says:
@Mefobills
I did theme your line of thought on earlier occasions as
“Economics of Want”.
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106. Charles Pewitt says:
Some Irish guy ain’t weeping for the so-called “West,” but he’s
pointing out that the anti-White, anti-Christian, anti-FREE
SPEECH thugs at the Jew-controlled ADL are full of beans!

Elon Musk likes my call to #BanTheADL

The people have spoken, we want free speech! pic.twitter.com/mM8ukjWEC8

— Keith Woods (@KeithWoodsYT) September 1, 2023

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

107. loner feral cat says:
September 1, 2023 at 8:50 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Zumbuddi

Google AI-Bard Query: What is the “E3 BF47 OBI-WAN Kenobi”?

Google AI-Bard Response:

The E3 BF47 OBI-WAN Kenobi is a 3.75-inch action figure from Hasbro’s Star
Wars: The Clone Wars line. It was released in 2008 and is based on the
appearance of Obi-Wan Kenobi in the episode “Revenge”. The figure comes
with a lightsaber, a blaster pistol, and a removable cloak.

The figure is made of plastic and has a good level of detail. The articulation is
also decent, allowing the figure to be posed in a variety of ways. The
paintwork is also well-done, with no major flaws.

Overall, the E3 BF47 OBI-WAN Kenobi is a good quality action figure that is a
faithful representation of the character from the Star Wars: The Clone Wars
animated series. It would be a welcome addition to any Star Wars collection.

LOL!!
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108. Chris Cosmos says:
September 1, 2023 at 9:16 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
Don’t agree with your characterization of the late sixties cultural
and political revolution at least in the USA. It was more anarchic
than socialist, more libertarian than nihilistic. The saying was “do
your own thing” which was an important idea to counteract the
regimentation and fascistic tendecies of the coup regime and its
obsession with war and conquest. We were against war. Today,
the “left” is for war, for regimentation not for liberty at all. While
there were some racist/racialist tendencies in some black radical
communities that did flower with BLM recently we were focused
on inclusion but not in the fake “inclusion” foisted on us by the
neo-Maoist “left.” Those of us who are left over from the old left
of 68 (I know Europe was much more ideological than we were)
tend to be enternal dissidents from the hyper-materialism of both
political parties and the official (State) media.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

109. loner feral cat says:
@Zumbuddi
Listened to podcast again, and Sasha Latypova actually says ”
BS 24/7 “.

• Agree: Jefferson Temple
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110. werpor says:
September 1, 2023 at 9:22 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 500
Words   ↑
@Old and Grumpy
Anyone thinking an island or a yacht will be a safe retreat from
mass retributions or civilizational disruptions is deluded. If the
‘neocons’ and the Jews did not control the money they would
have nothing. These fools have no imagination except the kind
only demented fanatics exhibit. Ordinary every-day fanatics are
locked up. Simply visit any ward where the insane and
demented are locked up. Engage these poor sods in a
conversation. Soon their delusions of grandeur emerge. Give
any of them unlimited amounts of money and soon enough
you’d witness their emergence from the cocoon of restraint —
the lack of infinite amounts of money and opportunity — in their
circumstances constrain.

In fact the chilling resemblance is unbelievably striking. Invite
one to a party and they will charm the underwear off one of your
female guests. …Especially the most beautifully charming
herself. When he’s gone so will your wallet and cuff links and
some beautiful object d’art small enough to fit under his coat
disappear with him. Years later the woman will claim she was
raped rather than masterfully seduced.

Seduction can be wielded on any scale be it personal or societal
or national. Think here the Clintons! Then there is the
transformation of Michael Corleone in the Godfather epic. The
acting is more than superb — it is chilling. More recently the
exposure of ‘what’s his face’ with his Island of horrors in the
Caribbean, where he and his guests committed crimes against
minors — included in the guest list was the despicable son of
Queen Elizabeth — deployed their demented superiority. Minors
remember — the powerless and fragile.
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Islands and yachts are not self supporting. The former, may be
somewhat self supporting, if hard work

 and hot sun is your thing. August on the island of Antigua is
bloody hot!

A yacht though is not secure. Not at all. In fact a yachts confined
existence is most unpleasant. Fresh water, fuel, food, medical
help requires an umbilical cord. No doubt a simple home made
limpet mine would send them down to Davy Jones Locker. Ships
with their hulls penetrated below the water line founder and sink
faster than you can say Davy Jones Locker.

If there was a breakdown in society there would be nowhere for
these fools to hide. More than most people their likely
whereabouts, their houses, their appearances are plastered all
over the Internet, in business magazines, newspapers, shelter
magazines, etc.

It is not as though we the people would not be vulnerable, but
these people are the least anonymous of

 humans. Hunting them might make good sport for those
mercenary soldiers from the Belgian Congo.

Few of these elites can imagine these types, they never rub their
shoulders against. The vast numbers of people they deplore,
harbour people, normally restrained, they never encounter.
People who collapse buildings while provoking debates about
the cause never have explained how these Arab pilots shut
down the entire Eastern sector of air defence. They were
“confused” it is said. If you cannot hear me laughing out loud I’d
be very surprised. The most powerful empire know to man and
their defence controls were “confused” — gad!

Wait until you see their confusion when a thousand determined
very unhappy and frenzied “deplorables” show up on their
doorsteps. Yachts and Islands notwithstanding.
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111. mulga mumblebrain says:

September 1, 2023 at 9:43 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
The ‘West’ is a system of parasitism, that created Josep Borrell’s
‘garden amidst the jungle’, through aggression, genocide and
pillage. With the rise of China and Russia’s indefatigable
obduracy, the majority world is freeing itself, and the Western
Herrenvolk HATE that with every poisonous fibre of their being.

 With the delusions of universal supremacism that drove Western
arrogance evaporating, all the West has left is internecine hatred
as class war is consolidated into neo-feudalism, and furious
racist and cultural rage at the non-Western world that dares to
set itself free. A real ‘world war’ is in the offing.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

112. mulga mumblebrain says:
@saggy
‘Britain’ is in the process of wiping itself off the map. When
Scotland, Wales and Ireland are free of the English yoke, the
Little Britons can set to on their favourite leisure activities,
getting pissed, vomiting and attacking one another.
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113. September 1, 2023 at 9:54 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100
Words   ↑

‘…In fact, a ‘solution’ maybe not be possible – given the endless harping on
‘white’ racial crime…’

A solution is always possible — in fact, it will prove unavoidable.

It’s just a question of what that solution will be, and how bloody
will be its implementation. That’s one reason I wish they’d hurry
about it. The longer it’s put off, the worse it will be. What might
cost a few thousand lives now will cost millions in another
decade or two.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

114. mulga mumblebrain says:
@Realist
We DO know it. It is staring us in the face. Global ecological
collapse.

• LOL: Kali
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115. Old Prude says:

@Zarathustra
Thank you, King Lear.
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116. JurassicLarp says:
September 1, 2023 at 10:46 pm GMT • 1.3 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Hopeful how most in the comments have (rightfully) reduced the
author’s apparent confusion of the topic down to Jews
intentionally (and in some cases unintentionally) destroying the
West via the inversion of all that is good, true and beautiful.

From the neocons, to Biden’s cabinet, to Zelensky, to Big
Pharma and their mandates, to the replacement/genocide of
Whites globally, to the erasure of our heritage and history along
with all the supporting staff of academia, media, hollywood, the
banks that finance them all and the Federal Reserve fiat “Bank”
that finances the banks: literally all Jewish institutions.

I think the article should be rewritten and retitled around “The
Self-Inflicted Destruction of the Global Judeo-Empire.”

• Replies: @Brosi
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117. Hulkamania says:
September 1, 2023 at 10:49 pm GMT • 1.3 days ago • 400
Words   ↑
There was no 1968 revolution. Who was doing this revoluting?
The Rockefellers? The CIA? Boston Brahmins like McGeorge
Bundy? What is the correct term to use when an entrenched
ruling elite begins engaging in wide-scale social engineering and
destruction of its own ruled population in order to further cement
its own power? I don’t know, but “revolution” is not the correct
term.

This article is not only wrong in its content, but wrong in its
premises. It’s wrongness several layers deep. It gives a variation
of what can be called the Bircher interpretation of American
decay, which claims that the USA was the greatest country ever
and totally conservative until some time in the 50s or 60s when
communists who had “long marched through the institutions”
finally gained power and implemented their communist agenda.
The purpose of the Bircher interpretation is to challenge this
supposed communist revolution without challenging the WWII
narrative of American goodness or the cold war narrative of
American goodness. Most importantly, its purpose is to avoid
facing the actual problems and flawed premises in the ideology
of American liberalism (and even more generally the problems of
Anglo culture and even “western civilization” itself) and to avoid
challenging the actual ruling elite that imposed this “communist
revolution.” In this way, they can externalize all of America’s
problems and protect the American ideological identity. In other
words, it’s a defensive mechanism similar to psychological
phenomenon known as “denial.” The American ideology and the
plutocratic liberal regime this ideology was created to defend
aren’t the problem. Anglos and Jews aren’t the problem.
“Communists” are. So says the Bircher.
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Lesser variations, like that of Christopher Rufo or his cohort
James Lindsey, do not even go so far as challenging the
“revolution,” but only certain downstream effects. According to
Rufo, the early 1960s Martin Luther King Jr civil rights
communist revolution was correct, but was thwarted by the later
1960s communist revolution of “identity politics” (which was
revived by Obama in 2012 or whatever). Nevermind the
centuries of “identity politics” prior to the 1960s (also ignore most
current instances of non-white identity politics and especially
ignore Jewish identity politics). James Lindsey doesn’t even go
as far as Rufo and basically claims the communist revolution
was correct until sometime in 2019 when even more radical
communists (who are also gnostics for some reason) decided to
dye their hair blue and add the -T to the LGB movement, taking
things just one step too far thus descending into ultra-communist
“wokeness.”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

118. Realist says:
@neutral

Extermination.

Genocide is out of the question. A much better way to take back
our country, not just from power-hungry Jews but all rapacious
megalomaniacs, regardless of ethnicity, is to control the wealth
and power individuals can obtain. A revolution is probably
necessary to effect this.

• Agree: Gvaltar
• Replies: @mulga mumblebrain
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119. dogbumbreath says:
@RJ Macready

The only cure for white people is a secession and then starting an entire
civilization all over again.

A solution already exists…join BRICS. Every country in BRICS
is Sovereign and no other member country will interfere with
your own internal politics.
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120. Avery says:
September 1, 2023 at 11:43 pm GMT • 1.3 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Brosi
{“Birthday message to Hitler….Jews run the world!..HA HA”}
(Gilbert Gottfried)

Typical Zionist Jew Supremacist delusion.

The world is a very large place, and Jews certainly don’t run it.
 Jews obviously have a lot of influence in The West — one can

say they “run it” — but West’s Sun is gradually setting, as should
be obvious to anyone by now.

When West’s absolute dominance of the world ends, what will
Jews “run”?

 I doubt very much if Russians, Chinese, and Indians will allow
Jews to run much of anything in their countries. And once the
hyper-dominance of US and US dollar shrinks to a more normal
level, dozens of countries that are currently under the Anglo-
American SorosaYoke will fly out of its orbit*.

It will take decades, maybe a century, but the trend has been
set, and there is nothing US&UK can do to stop it.**

_________________________________________________
 * Example: Saudi Arabia, an apparently loyal sycophant of

US&UK for decades, is gradually edging away from US
hegemony and towards the Russia+China block (BRICS).

** unless the NATO Psychopaths miscalculate badly and resort
to nukes in Ukraine….in which case neither Jews nor any other
ethnos will be running anything.: cockroaches will rule what’s left
of the Earth.

• Agree: Hulkamania
• Replies: @Brosi, @Hulkamania
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121. Brosi says:

September 2, 2023 at 1:34 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Robert Dolan
I disagree about about age, or generation, being “insignificant”
or merely “cover for the jews”. I am a boomer myself, and I deal
routinely with 2nd generation feminists in my family who are
much like Fitts. I have never heard her talk about females being
fodder and useful idiots for Judea, and I have never heard her
come out and name the Jew.

I have also heard her blather on about breakout civilizations and
hidden budgets of hundreds of trillions and all kinds of secret
space craft and space technology. I have not heard her talk
about it for a few years.

She does have some interesting insights into how the
government works from her time head of HUD, and in this case
land grabs. But this is because she was a privileged insider.

I think she is some kind of limited hangout. She also runs her
Solari Report subscription based service. I am not a member,
are you? My guess is that the majority of her subscribers are
female.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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122. One way or another, blacks will run everything into the ground.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/1db2-5ppkZM

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

123. Hymn 43 says:
September 2, 2023 at 1:59 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
I’m pretty sure the elite want to add the Hawiian islands to their
holdings. That would explain the DEWS ( no long term damage)
tolerable climate, and a great distance from either direction
makes it fairly inaccessible. I don’t think they’ll start large scale
extermination of the rest of us until they have procured their long
term hideout.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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124. Brosi says:
September 2, 2023 at 2:03 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@Avery
Some say that the House of Saud are crypto-Jews. I sincerely
doubt that they care about the “Saudi People” or even the
“Muslim Faith”, which from its onset was largely Jewish
operation, especially considering that Mohammed was illiterate
and that the Koran, which he supposedly dictated, was written
by Rabbis and in many ways mirrors the Torah. Of course there
is a lot of evidence that the Flavius Josephus, a Jew, and that he
had a large hand in shaping the Bible.

I also don’t agree that just because “the West” in many ways
appears to be in its death throws that this means that Jews will
also lose control over the media, the narrative, and control of
money. Rabbis for all their quirks and dishonesty, tend to think
very long term. The war in Ukraine looks very much like a
deliberately instigated civil war of genocide between to tribes of
slav[e]s, so that a second Jerusalem can be created in
Crimea/Kazaria.

Putin, whose mother was Jewish, also is arguably following the
guidance of his Rabbis and the Libbowitzers.

Jewish influence on Mao, and in the creation of the CCP, is also
undeniable. To what degree Xi bows to Judea is not clear. Their
covid lockdowns, social credit and surveillance state are often
praised by Jewish stooges like Schwab or Kissinger, and are
often touted as an example for the rest of the planet.

Jews thrive on chaos, especially when there is no homogeneous
tribe or country to resist them. South Africa would be a case in
point. Does anyone really think that behind all the negroes
rampaging about that Jews don’t control all the valuable
resources? The same would apply to Zimbabwe.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Brosi
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To me it appears highly plausible that what we have is some
kind of competition between two or more branches of Judaism,
as we have seen going on between Capitalism, Communism
and Zionism for over a century. We could be entering a new era
with new Jewish dialectic “isms”.

The handle “Avery” sounds awfully Jewish to me. Are you
Jewish?

125. anon[984] • Disclaimer says:
September 2, 2023 at 2:03 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
The linked article: “Michael Anton, a former National Security
Council staffer in the Trump White House”

The Crooke: “Michael Anton, a former U.S. Presidential National
Security Adviser”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Security_Advisor_(United_
States)

@Ron Unz: noticed you were crowing about your visit numbers.
can you pa-leez get some fresh pens. Between the crooks and
the pepes and those nazi types it is the same handful of “you
dear reader are an idiot and I will treat you as such!” “authors”,
“opinion makers” for us?

What is the actual purpose of unz.com, Ron?

• Troll: Brosi, Robert Dolan
• Replies: @Robert Dolan, @Fiendly Neighbourhood Terrorist
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126. Brosi says:
September 2, 2023 at 2:18 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@JurassicLarp

I think the article should be rewritten and retitled around “The Self-Inflicted
Destruction of the Global Judeo-Empire.”

While I agree with most of your comment, I think you are missing
the entire “Ordo ab Chao” aspect. Western civilization has to be
broke down so that it can be rebuilt in a fashion more suitable to
Judea. Think of “Build Back Better”. Stack’m and pack’m
slave/worker bee 15 minute cities is clearly the plan, with vast
areas of “nature preserves” set aside for the ultra-rich.

Pundits who are unable or unwilling to name the Jew, talk about
“globalists” or the “ruling elite”. But the problems is that the
higher you go up the pyramid of power the more Jews there are.

If someone can come up with, and back up, a description of who
is really pulling the strings at the top, I am all ears. But the
majority of power players appear to be Jewish, and they are
famous for their Tikkun Olam.

So to me it looks like they have decided that they would prefer to
have a slave planet than a planet of prosperous middle classes
all competing for resources and causing pollution. They want to
eliminate the useless eaters and rule over a much smaller cadre
of obedient and grateful technocratic slaves. “The West” in its
current configuration does not fit into this plan, so it has to be
burned out and rebuilt like Lahaina.
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127. Robert Dolan says:
 
 
Video Link

The great KMAC.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

128. Robert Dolan says:
@anon
This is the best site of all.

You could just go away.
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129. Brosi says:
September 2, 2023 at 2:38 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
Here is a good reason to weep for the UK, Mr. Crooke’s
homeland:

UK’s Sunak taps Jewish minister Grant Shapps to serve as next
defense secretary

Shapps, who visited Israel last year as transport secretary, has said that ‘for
all Israel’s faults, and goodness knows there are many,’ he remains a firm
supporter

Shapps, 54, who has no military experience, briefly served as home secretary
last October in Liz Truss’s short-lived government and before that as transport
secretary under Boris Johnson. He was also business secretary under Sunak
before taking over as minister responsible for energy security and net zero.

Blinken, Shapps, Zelinsky are the Jews who have been put in
charge of making sure that the Heavenly Jerusalem project
finally comes to fruition. Net Zero is the amount of Western
Civilization that will be remaining when the project is finished.

• Agree: JR Foley
• Thanks: emerging majority
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ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

130. Jefferson Temple says:
September 2, 2023 at 4:06 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Brosi
Couldn’t agree less with your characterization of her. If she says
‘you go girl’ to another woman, so what? That’s feminism? I
don’t think so. My bet is that she would be just as supportive of
any one of her friends as another, be it a corporate climber or a
stay-at-home mom.

All I ever hear from her are very believable points about how the
banksters are ruining everything with impunity. Take a listen to
the video I shared and tell me where she is wrong. Her theory
about the use of leftist thugs to destroy and devalue whole
neighborhoods so that the banksters can scoop them up at low
prices sounds dead on to me. As to why she won’t name the
Jew, I don’t really know. I guess she’s been around long enough
to know that they’re not the only pirates in the game of vulture
capitalism. Maybe?

Your handle is Brosi, bro. Does that mean I should assume you
hate all women?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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131. Franz says:

@bluebottle
I heard that one in the navy but you know what — there are so
many folktales that cropped up when the Titanic went down I
think it needs a compendium of some sort. Just to keep track.
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132. Franz says:
September 2, 2023 at 4:33 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Verymuchalive

The Permanent State will drastically diminish

Relocate for sure. I honestly think the USA is just part of a large
floating parasite system, and once they bleed us dry they’ll turn
to a new throat to suck.

I keep thinking it can go back to the UK or Western Europe…
but these people are ambitious. If I were Chinese I’d be booting
up the anti-espionage services because it wouldn’t really be
shocking to know they have plans for them.

• Replies: @Verymuchalive
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133. Yukon Jack says:
September 2, 2023 at 4:45 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 500
Words   ↑
@Haxo Angmark
Donald Trump Exposed as an Inside Tool of the Zionist
Swamp

 
 
Video Link

What I find interesting is nearly every writer on Unz refuses to
mention the Jews as the causal agent to Amerika’s decline, but
all the readers know and point it out. There is a huge disconnect
from reality from even the alt main stream writers and what the
plebs know.

The author uses the analogy of two colliding ships then says –

our ruling class is not for changing course. It must want this percussion

I do not agree they want a collision with Russia, Biden and his
staff of Jews (Blinken, Nuland, Yellen) are Jews/whores getting
instructions on foreign policy from on high, up the food chain
which terminates at the Zionist Rothschild Jewish banksters.
The Biden administration does not represent the Amerikan
people or it’s Constitution or even have our civil/moral values,
the Jews in Biden’s whore house like Victoria Nuland are
working for Jewish interests, specifically Nuland/Kagan team
is to end Russia because Russia dared to intervene in Syria
and stopped Greater Israel in it’s tracks.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Yukon+Jack
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Since Biden is a stupid slavish whore of the Bank of Rothschild
and His Money Empire, he does what he is told, to give money
to the war effort, as does Borish Johnson who is also an
installed whore of the same power, so they work together and
tell the installed whore and Jew Zelensky not to negotiate peace,
but to fight on with the idea to topple Russia.

Biden is just some senile old moron reading his lines, and soon
to be replaced because he is royally f-cking up the war, just as
he did in Afghanistan. It is almost like he is so incompetent that

https://www.heartcom.org/TheLevant.jpg
https://imgpile.com/images/1Ioo01.jpg
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he is working secretly for us, but in reality, he is just a fool, a
tool, a long serving parasitic government grifter way in over his
head and promoted way beyond his competence because he
does what he is told.

And no Virginia, the servile scum running the District of
Criminals do not want their wealth blown away by nuclear war,
they want more money to buy more real estate and stocks. Yet
the fact is, they are willing to risk all of our necks, in a nuclear
war with Russia, because they are evil bastards who worked all
the way up to heads of state because of their complete lack of
morals and judgment – and they don’t give a rat’s ass for the
500,000 killed so far in the Ukraine war.

https://img.ifunny.co/images/5dda05dabce58e25d7d582b2b8f8f56a2f1df27c64632223700aabd3bafebeeb_1.jpg
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• Agree: freedom-cat
• Replies: @Passing by
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134. Yukon Jack says:

September 2, 2023 at 5:02 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Zarathustra
1. Rising interest rates, which will keep going up, as deficit
spending and inflation will never be controlled. Stock market and
real estate crash like 1929.

2. Trump jailed, disappeared, jumps bail, dies in jail, gets
suicided, assassinated.

3. Biden impeached, forced to resign, dies of old age, replaced
by Gavin Newsome, another fake election 2024.

4. Russia takes all of Ukraine.

5. Nationalists start winning in EU states.

6. Hillary gets on her broom and writes SURRENDER DONALD
in the skies.
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135. Hulkamania says:
September 2, 2023 at 5:09 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Avery
It’s really strange how little attention the Saudi Arabia shift has
gotten in western press. It’s so significant, but you would think it
was no big deal by how little the mainstream press has dealt
with it. Compare it to the attention they have given to non-events
like Sweden trying to join NATO, as if a dying, pointless nation
like Sweden matters for anything. It is another indicator that the
western intelligentsia really have gotten high on their own
supply.
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136. Avery says:
September 2, 2023 at 5:43 am GMT • 1.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Brosi
{Putin, whose mother was Jewish, also is arguably following the
guidance of his Rabbis and the Libbowitzers.}

Says who?

{The handle “Avery” sounds awfully Jewish to me. Are you
Jewish?}

Your Jewdar needs to be refurbed: it is malfunctioning big time.
 It falsely detects Jews everywhere.

 If it can’t detect the real Jews, then it’s no good for you, Right?

In any case: I am of Armenian ancestry, originally from Armenia.
 Now US citizen.

 Armenian Apostolic Church Christian.
 And yeah, I know all about the The Young Turks — Talaat et. al

— the organizers of the Armenian Genocide most likely being
Dönme Jews.

 So, there you have it.
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137. Brosi says:
September 2, 2023 at 5:56 am GMT • 1.0 days ago   ↑
Weep for the west? How about weep for the whites. For negroes
who have been promoted and pimped by Jews, a blond mate is
aspirational. For a blond coal burner it is a step into the feral
jungle, poverty, ostracism and single parenthood.

Why is it black men with white women in every one of these ads? 
 Why not black women with white men? Are black women so awful?

pic.twitter.com/QzX970hLr4

— Henry Makow (@HenryMakow) February 2, 2019

• Replies: @mulga mumblebrain
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138. Richard B says:
September 2, 2023 at 6:07 am GMT • 1.0 days ago • 500
Words   ↑
@Walderganger

Public and private institutions, especially those of the state, find it difficult to
get anything done; government policies resemble hastily drawn-up wish lists,
which everyone knows will have little practical effects. That is why
policymakers have a new priority: ‘not losing control of the narrative’.

Not only is not losing control of the narrative not a new priority,
it’s always been the only priority of the hostile elite, and is the
reason why the West is in free fall.

The reason is that social institutions don’t simply depend on
explanation, a social institution is an explanation. Explanation is
to a social institution what blood is to the body. If it doesn’t flow
there will be symptoms. If the symptoms aren’t treated the body
doesn’t function properly, begins to decline, and then falls apart,
or drops dead.

At this point it’s worth pointing out that since explanatory
behavior is central to human survival, social institutions aren’t
just explanations, they’re also adaptational mechanisms. If they
don’t work, we don’t work. And now we’re back to why the
priority of the hostile elite has always been on not losing control
of its narrative.

The assumption of the hostile elite that owns and runs the West
today is that if it loses control of the explanatory system it is
using to justify its actions it will lose its power. It would be more
accurate to say that its whole approach to explanatory behavior
guarantees that it will lose control of the social institutions that
their power now controls. And that is indeed the situation we’re
in today.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Richard+B
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An explanation is only adequate (since it can never be perfect
and final) if it is open-ended from both sides, as it were, theory
and data. But the hostile elite’s use of its explanatory mode is
top-down. Put baldly, it’s authoritarian. That means it does not
permit feedback and correction, which is the source of human
adaptability. This is why everything is falling apart.

The hostile elite’s approach to power is itself maladaptive. This
is the explanation for why its very exercise of power is
destroying the social institutions that power now controls. But
there’s more.

For the last 50 to 100 years the developing world has adopted
the ideas and institutions of the West without being able to adapt
to them. A fact easily proven and that should come as no
surprise, since the West has not been able to adapt to itself,
especially since the population explosion that began in the 19th
century.

It should never be assumed for a moment that the human race is
going to be a successful species. At times like these it does feel
as if we’re being evolutionarily tested. Though it remains a
question as to whether or not we’ll pass that test. Perhaps our
chances will improve after the fall of the hostile elite. Certainly
hope so. Though it’s obviously going to take a lot more than
hope.
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139. Brosi says:
September 2, 2023 at 6:23 am GMT • 1.0 days ago   ↑
More blatant Jewish subversion that is destroying European
civilizaion. Weep for the little boys and girls who Jews want to
sexually mutilate.

• Replies: @Richard B
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140. Anymike says:
September 2, 2023 at 6:38 am GMT • 23.8 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@anarchyst
The ground is being prepared right now for Israel 2.0. Israel 1.0
is on its way to becoming a nation of non-European descended
Jews.

America has no attraction as a destination anymore, and
Ukraine historically long had a large Jewish population. Jews
from the former Soviet republics can resettle there. European-
descended Israeli Jews can resettle there.

Then there’s the fact of the land connection between the present
Israel and Israel 2.0. If it ever became necessary to evacuate
the present Israel, either because the Arabs had developed the
military capacity to defeat Israel or for some other reason, the
population could be evacuated by land over a period of time.

It adds up. No matter what the outcome of the Russo-Ukrainian
war, it adds up.
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141. Brosi says:
September 2, 2023 at 7:37 am GMT • 22.8 hours ago   ↑
Jews are proud of the cesspool of corruption they have created
for themselves out of European civilization.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

142. acudoc1949 says: • Website
September 2, 2023 at 7:43 am GMT • 22.7 hours ago   ↑
See http://www.LetJusticePrevailThoughTheHeavensFall.com
and scroll down for a proposed Constitutional Amendment
revamping our debt-based monetary system…the root of all our
cultural degradation.
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143. Miro23 says:
September 2, 2023 at 8:02 am GMT • 22.4 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
When times up for an Empire its time is up. All the the things
that made it great have gone and it turns into an empty parody
of what it once was.

 I don’t see the Imperial West as any different.
 When the West was in its growth phase Jews were not an issue.

They were excluded from society for reasons that were obvious
to everyone. They were foreigners not planning to integrate.
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144. Brosi says:
September 2, 2023 at 8:39 am GMT • 21.8 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
Obama is a queer and mulatto communist crypto-jew, In reality,
he is still pulling the strings of zombi joe Biden in the white
house. He was born in Kenya and trained as a subversive in the
USSR.

Of course Michael (aka Michelle) is a cross dresser and a homo
too

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Brosi
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So who is pushing all the faggotry we see all around us anyway?

https://imgur.com/xTA5iG2.png
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Yup, weep for the west.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

145. Fiendly Neighbourhood Terrorist says: • Website
September 2, 2023 at 9:05 am GMT • 21.3 hours ago   ↑

“Will people weep for the West?”

Ha ha, of course not. The worse it gets for the “west” the better.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

146. Fiendly Neighbourhood Terrorist says: • Website
September 2, 2023 at 9:08 am GMT • 21.3 hours ago   ↑
@anon
The actual purpose is to serve as a hangout for single digit IQ
white supremacist idiots, which can then be scraped for data by
the CIA, FBI, etc etc for their own nefarious ends.
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147. Avery says:
September 2, 2023 at 10:58 am GMT • 19.5 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Brosi
Also,

A lot of Jews do something quite insidious: they write as if they
are anti-Jew by falsely claiming that (important) people are
Jews, or half-Jews, etc. They claim Jews have invented or
created everything important or significant. Thus they
manufacture the myth that Jews are everywhere and they
control everything.

You, Brosi, write just like such a Jew.

I can’t tell who is or who isn’t a Jew by their name or handle.
 But you sure write like one of those Jews that work tirelessly to

create a mythical Hollywood image that Jews are omnipotent.

Are you a Jew?

• Replies: @Brosi, @mulga mumblebrain
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148. Brosi says:
September 2, 2023 at 11:19 am GMT • 19.1 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Avery
Nope. You still didn’t answer my question, are you?

Brosi is a spitznahme for for Sankt Ambrose.

I looked it up Avery:

https://www.verywellfamily.com/avery-name-meaning-origin-
popularity-5181309

The name Avery is an English and French name meaning “ruler of elves.” It’s
derived from the Anglo-Saxon name Alfred and the Ancient Germanic name
Alberich. Its meaning stems from the elements aelf, meaning “elf” and ric,
meaning “ruler.”1 Avery was mainly used for boys until around 2007, when it
broke into the top 50 names for baby girls in the U.S

Sorry, I don’t know why, but it sounds Jewish to me.

This is the pic they use. LOL [no insult intended]…
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149. ACE economist says:

September 2, 2023 at 11:46 am GMT • 18.7 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
Europe doesnt have a culture war it has an indepednce problem.
EU and the rest are simply reapeating what their masters tell
them to say. Germany is not a country. Slavic people in Europe
are now mostly independant

 What is neede is that germanic people qnd associates wake up,
meaning parts of Germany, Scandinavia, France, UK, USA

 In the Germanic case some people argue that germanic people
were already enslaved by christianity. Whats needed for
Germanic people to becone free is all or some of the following:
civil war in USA, elimination of EU, death of christianity, the
expultion of Jews, history revision, end of UN, end of hunan
rights, end of pacifism, NATO loss in ukraine etc
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150. Emslander says:
September 2, 2023 at 11:55 am GMT • 18.5 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Poupon Marx

Chechens are similar to the Gurkas and can be considered Islamic Spartans.
They have an honor code that is ironclad and prefer death to surrender.

Soon, the USA will have pissed off enough real men that a
critical mass of reaction will puncture the Macy’s balloon that is
our current militaristic-sounding entity.
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151. Anonymous[260] • Disclaimer says:
September 2, 2023 at 1:06 pm GMT • 17.3 hours ago   ↑
@El_Kabong

those within the M.I.C.

The Jews?
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152. Passing by says:

September 2, 2023 at 1:09 pm GMT • 17.3 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Yukon Jack
I agree overall but I disagree on the specifics. I don’t think the
Rothschild are behind it all, I think they created a monster and
the monster now has a life of its own that is beyond their control.
We are not driven towards a catastrophe by masters behind the
curtain, we are driven towards a catastrophe by Jewish ontology.
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153. Richard B says:
September 2, 2023 at 4:39 pm GMT • 13.8 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Brosi

Children’s literature can open doors to exploring important topics and
concepts

Children’s literature can open doors to exploring important
subjects like Critical Thinking.

FIFY

Seriously though, Critical Thinking can be taught to the young
and should be. The value of teaching critical thinking to children,
and anyone else for that matter, is that it can help them identify
and deal with difficult problems, while preventing them from
being susceptible to manipulation and propagana from
organizations like the ADL, $PLC, WJC, AIPAC, etc. etc. I could
go on but I’d never finish.

Not surprisingly, however, Critical Thinking itself has been
infiltrated and contaminated by the usual suspects. How do they
do it? Easy. They simply apply all critical thinking tools to an
ideological template. So while their explanations of critical
thinking are standard, their examples are all biased, and never
applied to the ideology in question – ever. Thereby undermining
the very principles of Critical Thinking. Like I said, the subject
has been infiltrated and contaminated by the usual suspects.

For an example of this check out the otherwise excellent
Foundations for Critical Thinking. They are currently engaged (it
was not always so) in trying to reconcile Critical Thinking with
Identity Politics. It can not be done. They’re irreconcialable.

Of course, if you try to apply the tools of Critical Thinking to
Identity Politics, well, you know what will happen. In any event, a
better example of their bold inversion of reality would be hard to
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imagine (but not impossible).

• Replies: @Skeptikal
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154. Poupon Marx says:

September 2, 2023 at 7:24 pm GMT • 11.0 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Emslander
You are quite correct, and much in evidence more perspicacious
than the majority of 4 star generals and admirals, who are
generally stupid and not admirable at all.

These low level dunces see the world as if looking at their own
cloistered experience and their doxed and low horsepower peers
and underlings. They simply do not understand the Spartan, the
Gurka, the Samurai, and the Islamic True Believer. Spartan
mothers told their sons to either come home as a corpse or don’t
come back at all. Death-understood by the families of these
men-is an act of fate, and to behold the honor of the man, his
family and his people.

For people like Ramzan, this public insult and slander on his
mother means that he MUST avenge this action, or he will not
be a real man, of the faith, with honor, upholding his family and
community values. This almost always means payment in blood.
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155. Skeptikal says:
September 2, 2023 at 10:12 pm GMT • 8.2 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Richard B
Very well put.

Critical thinking has become another buzzword for promoting
one particular set of ideas—not for putting all ideas under the
microscope to teach young (and old) to examine unstated
premises, become of aware of possible agenda of advocates, be
sensitive to the distortion of meanings of significant words (this
means that people have to have been taught the literature and
vocabulary of their own language), along with much else.

Critical thinking starts with language. The ability to parse the
expression of ideas.

Didn’t we used to teach rhetoric? Isn’t rhetoric basically the
study of how language molds ideas and attitudes?
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156. Joe Wong says:

September 2, 2023 at 10:36 pm GMT • 7.8 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@PetrOldSack
The ‘god-fearing’ morally defunct evil cult ‘Americans’ wants to
build a Global Governance to enslave the rest of the world with
Mafia/Neo-Facistist institutions and behaviour under the banner
of “beacon of democracy and freedom”, therefore there is no
way others can advance civilization and common prosperity for
mankind in any other way, isn’t it?
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157. Skeptikal says:
September 2, 2023 at 10:56 pm GMT • 7.5 hours ago   ↑
@loner feral cat
14:00.

 Dammit, CAF, do not interrupt!
 Jesus, let your interviewee speak uninterrupted.

 We know all about your theory. You repeat it every time.
 Now we want to hear what someone new has to say.

 So undisciplined. Another American communication syndrome.
Americans are poor listeners–even the intelligent ones.
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158. anon[488] • Disclaimer says:

September 2, 2023 at 11:12 pm GMT • 7.2 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
LOL @ the absurd title, as if we should B ‘sad’ that (((Z.O.G.)))
is getting it’s azz kicked by Russia =)) O’Biden is like a gift, on
purpose or by ‘happy accident’, az jooz R all so retarded = could
live in a nice world but instead always trying 2 fuk everything up,
2 the point it drew out Russia & China & others 2 finally flush the
toilet on the (((Rat$))) & their ((($hills))) =) The more (((The
$wamp))) wrecks itself, the better = sooner 4 Russia 2 annex all
of ‘The So-Called (((We$t)))’ there & fill it with white people
instead of terd world sewage, etc.
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159. Skeptikal says:
September 2, 2023 at 11:30 pm GMT • 6.9 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Haxo Angmark
Even Crook doesn’t dare call out the Jews, or hint at the
Jewish/Zionist influence in US foreign policy.

Maybe he knows that his audience already knows this.

Crook lives in Italy. He is just as “caged” (as van Wolferen puts
it) as any other intelligent European.

Sure wish Catherine Austin Fitts would shut TF up and let her
guest develop his train of thought/argument.
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160. mulga mumblebrain says:

September 3, 2023 at 12:46 am GMT • 5.7 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Avery
Of course he is. Anything that attributes blame for everything on
‘the Jews’ as Brosi does, and feigns stupidity with such
enthusiasm, is sure to be a false flag operator. Blame everything
on ‘the Jews’ so make our Judaic fellows seem omnipotent and
omniscient, as they prefer, and also help to target Unz and its
inhabitants as ‘antisemites’. The oldest trick in the book. I’ve
heard that he lives in the basement of a settler yeshiva in the
Occupied West Bank. And as for his rancid homophobia-
methinks he doth protest too much.
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161. mulga mumblebrain says:
September 3, 2023 at 12:56 am GMT • 5.5 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Brosi
It’s the same in Australia, although merely in greater proportions
that ‘mixed-race’ relationships actually are in this society.

 As well, these are plainly American black blokes, and most of
our black citizens are from East Africa and Sudan and the Horn
of Africa. Moreover, it is ALWAYS black male, white female-the
opposite is never seen, in ads at least. And, to top it off, our
Indigenous blackfellas seldom, very seldom, appear in
advertisements. It all tells you a good deal about the scum of the
advertising cancer. Is it deliberate? Nothing surprises me
anymore.
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162. mulga mumblebrain says:

September 3, 2023 at 1:03 am GMT • 5.4 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Realist
Exactly. You cannot kill your way to Paradise. Limit wealth, put
finances under Government control, end political ‘contributions’,
make Jews swear allegiance to the country of their birth, or
move to Israel, have a Truth and Reconciliation Commission
outlining the crimes of the ruling predators, including, but not
restricted to, Jews, and protect ordinary, decent, Jews from
hateful bigots, as with all groups.
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